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Freshman r-u0,.ner
Astrid Claessens
overcomes ·
hurdles in
academ.ics
and athletics.
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Ho\lv' to correct those bad ~9ting habits
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-Bush··visi,t t9 Tampa.:_.:
rallies ·both.·sides

./

·$6. 5 million for new
Student HCalth Center
.

•

ATTACK .ON IRAQ :

.

exiSting center Will be com- .

plete
by next
fall.
- UCF's
Board
of Construction of the new
Trustees voted unanimously . building, which will be locatThursday to spend $6.5 mil- ed·next to the current facifflion to renovate and expand ty, will start in Novembei; the Student Health Center with a scheduled completion.
. with a new, four-story facili~ date of September 2004.
'ty._The health· cent~r
Tum Huddleston, vice eXpects to see more than
president of student devel- 50,000 students ior medical
opment and enrollment appoiJ?.tments , within · the
services, said the new build- neXt year. ·Michael Deichen;
illg, budgeted at $5. 7 million, .associate clinical director of
is needed for UCF to meet the Student ·a ealth Center,
the demands of a student .said that as enrollment
population th~t's projected ·
.to reach 48,000 by 2010.
PLEASE SEE New oN 4
j

"

UCF's Board ~ '
oflrustees :.. - .
approved ·
$6.5 million

Center as
wellas .
expand the
_center Into
a newfourstory
facility. .

. JOE BURBANK I ORLANDo' SENTINEL

(KRT CAMPus)

President George.W. Bush, above, addresses troops at Central Comm~nd during a visit to MacDill Air Force.Base in Tampa 011 Wednesday.· UC~ student _..
Christine Goffredo, 19; a member of Campus Peace Action, protests the war, below left, while others .rally to _support U.S. troops and the president.

_Student
activists on
both sides
wage war

·- Web site as-ks students to
· pay for professor ratings
UCFProfessors.com differs
significantly from the many
~· other free Web sites on which
With summer re~- students post ~sessments of
tion under way, -students ~ their :instructors, and reflects
scrambfuig to pick classes a growing trend across cam- ·
with the right p.rofessors puses nationWi.de where pripresumably, ones who .will vate entrepreneurs are selling
help. them on t~eir path a similar .service with the
toward their major without prorajse of something extra .
damaging their GPA
_ VVbile :qia'ny students are
This time, · however, eager tG seethe offering, UCF
there's . ~ new tool to help · professors .reni~ uncon-.
stressed--0ut undergra,98. vinced of its valµe. ·
Inste.ad of randomJy choosing
Senior Steven Mandell,
a professor for next semester, 23, who-created the Web site,
students can - for a fee kne'W there had to be a better
areess a Web site that will alternative to choosing proprovide them with comments, 'fessors than merely asking
evaluations and grading hi& friends who replied with
tories of an UCF professors.
In
that
sense,
PLEASE SEE Not ON 7

for public.
opinion
-SEE NEWS, 3 .

NICOL JENKINS

CONTRIBUTING WRITER

INSIDE

UCF activists attend to convey their opposition to war
-

.

.

essary," said junior Christine Goffredo, _ America defeated Saddam Hussein. ·
STAFF WRITER
19. '"There's a lot rriore things we should
"In Iraq today, our military is
focus on domestically. We should fix that focused and unwavering. We have an
As President Goorge W. Bush ral- before we start-killing people." effective plan of 00.ttl~ and th~ flexibility
lied troops at Tampa's MacDillAir Fbrce
But inside the base that serves as fo meet every chall~," Bush told a
Base, last Wednesday, protesters from · i:he home of the U.S. Central Command cheering: crowd. "Nothing, nothing will
UCF:gathered outside the base to~for directing the war in Iraq, Bush remailled \livert U& from our clear mission. We wiJl
an·end to-wm:
firm, assuring soldiers and military fam·PLEASE SEE President ON 3 .
'1 don't think it.'s justified and noo- ilies that the war would continue until
ERIC STEVENSON

INSIDE THE NUMBEIIB
I'

demonstrators
UCF faculty members on
UCF .students on active ·
_· 300: Anti-war
54: military duty in lr.aq 5: active military duty in Iraq
outsi'de military base
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Crowning around
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Miss UCF Katie Noland quits fo~ personal ·reasons,
and hands the title to the runner-up.

Herb alert

Students striving to achieve appearance t~ro ugh
diet drugs may be unaware of the dangers of Ephedra.
:-LIFESTYLES, 19

UCf .fACT . , .
President Joh·n Hitt recentiy ·
named two adminimators.

Beth Barnes and Helen '
~onegan. as vi~e presigents.
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Campus news briefs
Jailed U(F professor set free
· UCF _engineerfug professor iiussam ·
Jubara;. 42, was released-from Seminole·
County Jail Wednesday for violatmg
inimigration laws. ·
·He spent nearly a week in jail after
the, U.S. Bureau of Immigration and
Customs Enforcement put a no-bail tiold ·
on the professQr, even after a federal
magistrate freed 'Jubara on $50,000 b8.il.
__ On Wednesday, a federal grand jury
indicted Jubara on:three counts of making false statements on inimi.gration .
forms in 1998 and 1999..
· He c9uld fac.e up to fiv~ years ·in
prison, followed 'by deportation, if.convicted.
·
·
. · The no-bail orQ.er stems from a sep. a.rate immigration case. _
.. · The .Future reported in its· edition
last Thursday that Jubara was . still in
jail. He was released betweenJhe .time.
the newspaper's deadline passed and
the edition hit the·streets.
' ..

••

Week welcomes environmental events
·
Today ldckS off Earth Week, featur. ing a daily series of events staged in
_front of the Student Union to engage stu- ·
dents in environmental activism and
organized by.the organizations Free the
Planet, the Environmental Society -and
Greenpeace.
'We're hoping [it] will bring awareness," said freslnp.an Christine Gafiredo,
19, Of Free the Planet. "The main point is
to pr~!fiote sustainable living."
Added Free the Planet President
Ryan Browne, a 21-year-old junior:
"We're hoping for ,more community
_involvement in environmental issues,
such as the-Wekiva River protection, the
Save the Arboretum campaign,· and the
. Office· Depot campaign, ·a campaign to
ask for more recycled products from
Office Depot.:·
·
· · Events takes place between noem
and 2 p.m: today·through Ffiday on the
Student Union. stage, where a different
musical act will perform each day.
. The week kicks off today with UC~
·public -administration instructor ,Jo
Kiefer, who will give two presentations
on : strategic .planning. The organizers .
_also plan a "Plant a Tree Givemyay;"
. On ·'fuesdaY, Susannah Lindberg,·of
- Wildlife Advocacy Project, will host a
workshop focusing on campaign organization and grass-roots movements.
~on Wednesday, ''Alternative Energy
Day," Jodi Jani.es of Florida Cannabis
Action Network will give ·two presentations on "The Sustainability of Hemp." ·
Recyclingwill·dominate·thursday's
events, with Recycle-0-~ama on . the
·stage, a "Recycling Rally" and tWo presentations on recycling by Su~~ El
Amrani of the Orange County Solid
Waste ;Management department. , ·
· On Friday, presentations will focus
on other environmen~al issues. ~-.
Browne said students should participate "be~ause there are ~veaways ap.d
good tinles, good music [and] interesting
workshops."
·
·Added Gaffredo: "Students should
come out to this because, ill these·tiines
of war, there are things we can ·-do at
home, to make things better for the
· future. Livillg .sustaiJ:iably is one of the .
· ways we cap. do th~t." · ,
I

f'

Speech offers lesson in leadership
Darden Restaurants senior executive Rick Walsh will offer advice.on "How.
PLEASE S?E

Q
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.Student activists
1

ALEX . BABC0 CK
STAFF WRITER
.

'

As bullets fly :ln Iraq and troops close-in
onBagbdad, the battle on campus is intensi_fying as well. These days, UCF resembles
ground. zero in an ideological explosion of
- pro- and-anti-war demonstrators.
. Campus groups long active in conservative and liberal causes have taken sides in a
·" war ofopinions. They fight with slogans and
. picket signs, but on this normally quiet camALEx BABCOCK I CFF
' pus, debate has grown fierce and nearly vio- Students active in a·nti-war.groups on tfie UCF cam.pus
hold protests daily, above. When President Geo~ge W.
lent.
· The Progressive- Council and Campus Bush spoke last Wednesday at MacDill Air Force Base in
Peace Action, tWo anti-war clubs on campus, Tampa, Shannon Brady, right, was among those who
regularly face off against war supporters at . made her opposition to the war seen and heard. ·
Student Union rallies. At a recent rally ver'"
bal sparring aimost 'got violent - students about this countrY-"
Dissent like that runs contrary to the
_grappled over microphones, and at one
point, awar supporter unplugged a Campus belief in freedom of speech that lies at the
group's heart, De Vlieger said; because of
Peace Action loudspeaker.
"It may have gotten a little out of hand," such freedoms, the group loves America.
On the opposite side of the battlefield;
said freshman Matt De Vlieger, 18, the public
relations director for Campus Peace Action. conservative campus . groups such as
He said many war supporters don't Rebuilding On a Conservative Kornerstone
understand the anti-war message, perceiv- also back the _troops, but push a ·prq-war .
ing it as anti-American or against overseas message.
"I love this country, and I know there's a
forces.
'We're trying to supp.ort the troops iri 'lot: of troops out there that need our supthe most fundamental way possible," be port," said sophomore Ben Mena, 19, of
Vlieger said. 'We want them home·safe with - ROCK
Senior Kyle Considder, chairman of the
their families. We don't want to put them in
Cqllege Repul!licans,,also supports the war.
harm's way for an unp.~ssarywar."
On most days, Campus , Peac~. Action'.' Considder, 25, worries about the cost ill
members sit at a table in front ofihe ·~rud~nt ·_human.J.¥e, b-4t says Iraqis will liv~ in peace
Uniqn, some holdings~ promotilig p~ace, once.Presidtmt Saddam·Hussein is gone.
others clutching American flags. A few poo- · , . Protesters say the United States risks ple stop to debate the war, or just hear what 4_estroying lrM to save it, and warn of unintended consequences.
the group has to say.
"This war will fuel anti-Western, ab.ti- ·
On ori.e recent occasion, a man passed
American
sentiment," said senior Jonathan
·by the table and shouted, "You shoula take
that flag and ·give it to someone who- cares Leto, 21, ·of Campus Peace Action.

"Terrorism could increase rather tli~
decrease."
Mena rejects that idea. The orily global
___.__..,._,_
problem the na1;ion 1aces is "pissing off tlie
I•
French, hQt -it's not like it really matters
because they haven't done anything for us.".
.. Considder ·says the benefits of such a.
war outweigh the C':)sts. He questions the
motives of those who believe otherwise.
"It's important-to point out that a lot of
PLEASE SEE

War oN 10

.President.rallies troops, comniends military families
ingtheir stance.
organized the opposition rally, He flung signs at the anti-war
A woman di'ove past .in an said themessagewasmeantto be · demonstrafors.· He told the
pre8s on tbrOugh every hardship. SUV, yelling, "Losers! Losers!" peaooful - to let the world know . aetiVists they made hiin sick He
said he wished that the anti-war
We will overcome eve:ry danger. before she V-turned in the other they do not a;pprove of the War.
direction. A.·man with a ·silver
"I.just want the.president to _. demonstrators
appreciated
And we will'prevail." ·
The president thanked the ponytan and a Vietnam Vet bas&' lmow ·there's opposition," she.<, United States soldiers.
· "I want t~em to support the ·
troops for theiI: ~efvice to . the ball cap yelled at the anti-war pro- .. said. '"Thmpa ·~ay is joinlµg 30
United States and vowed that the testers, askingthemiftheywant- inillion . peopl~ around the world troops;" ~rud the veteran,
Vmcent Ass.alone, 50. "Instead of
-20 American soldie:rS who had ed their children to get blown up · whQ~Qppose the war." ·
been killed up to that point, and the . by a dirty bomb. Others ·who·
_ Freshmen Natalie Gomez, -· being out here, they should be in
·additipnal casualties · to come, drove by the protesters show~ .19, is one .of those wlio clearly their place of faith, on their
their disagreement by extending opposes .the Wa.r. But she was lmees, praying for the kids and ·
would not die in vfiln.
"Every victocy in this cam- their middle finger.
orily one of. a minority of protest- other people. ·Going against
Freshman Sharon Brady, 19, ers Who remembered to encour- · ·Bush doesn't help anything."
paign and evecy sacrifice serves
Inside the Air Force base,
the purpose of defending inn~nt who was among those protesters, ·age peace throughout the war
··
demonstration.
- no one was going against the
lives in America and across the remained resolute.
world from ~ns of terror,'! he .
"People are dying for the
"Imitead of yelling, both· president, as his speech drew to
said.
. .
wrong rea.Sons," she said. "They . sides should talk to each other,"· .· a close.
.
As the president 8poke inside say they're dying over there for Gmp.ez said. "I just ~on't think
"The path we ·are taking is
the base, a more intense scene freedom, but I don~t think that's it'_s a productive form of protest. . not easy, and 'if may be Imig,"
unfolded outside.
the.case. I suppor,t our troops, just You should show people why we Bush said. "'Yet we know our
While· about 300 anti.,war not what they're forced to do." , · [support] what we [do]."
destination. We still stay on·the But a pony-tailed veteran · path - mile by mile - all the
· Penny Hess, . 57, of the
activists demonstrated their 'opposition to the war with.signs, war moricta"Alliance for Peace and who supported the War was too way to·Baghdad, and all the way _
supporters seemed bent on attack- Soeial Justice, the group that emotional · to remain peaceful. to ·victory."
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Located next to the existing facility, above, the new health center will offer specialized health-care providers to meet student needs.

New building will employ more .· ·
physicians, expand health services
FROM PAGE

407--256-4658

1

grows, demands on the center grow as well. A university with a projected enrollment of 48,000 should
have a health system that has one or two full-time
psychiatrists, a sports medicine doctor, a dentist and
some part-time specialists such as orthopedists or
dermatologists, he said.
The new buildingwould create room for UCF to
hire those specialized health-care providers. ·Once
the new facility is complete, the center plans to hire
seven additional providers,
increasing the
staff to 21.

The new
facility also will
offer _ larger
exam rooms,
create offices
-MICHAEL DEICHEN for doctors who
Associated Clinical .Director_ don't have any
offices now, and
make space for
a more comprehensive
pharmacy that
will offer students a larger
scale of over-TOM YOCHUM
t he--counter
UCF Trustee
medicine and
prescription
drugs.
In addition, it will
have space to centralize other campus health serv~
ices near the Student Health Center, such as Victims
Advocacy, REACH, and n trition and counse]ing,
Deichen said. ·
"[The Student Hefilth enter meets] many of
the criteria that justify a high quality Student Health
Service,'' Deichen said. "This expansion will make
our health center exemplary."
UCF's Student Health Center is one of only two
accredited student health services in Florida. The
other is located at the University of Florida. .
· UCF Trustee Tom· Yochum said.he's excited
about the facility. He said the current health center
was·adequate for a university with a student population 'of 10,000 to 15,000; but ~no longer keep up
with UCF's burgeoning population.
- "It's clear that we need a much, much larger
facility;" Yochum said. "It's a big win." ·
The funding for the new facilitywill rely on taxexempt revenue bonds µ-om the State Board of
Administration of Florida.
Student health fees will continue to fund the
center's operating costs, and about _75 percent of those fees will be used to pay for the new facility in
installments. Administrators said they do not expect
. student health fees to increase for at least the next
two years as a result of the n~w facility.
University officials anticipate the new center
will generate about $8.5 million within the first year. ·
About 90 percent of that revenue will pay for operating expenses and new building's mortgage. Last
year the Student Health Center generated roughly
$6.4 million.

This expansion will
make our health
center exemplary.

It's clear that we
need a much, much
larger facility ... It's
a big win.

Get FREE Legal Services

· OTHER ACTIONS BY THE
BOARD OF TRUSTEES
On-campus housing rates increased ·
The Board of 'fulstres voted to increase
on-campus housing rental rates starting in
August by $100 to $175 per semester. UCF
officials said the increase was neressary to
pay for higher wages for maintenance workers who were rerently granted a $1-an-hour
rmse. The increase, which will generate
about $i million ~ revenue, also will ~y to
_refurbish existing dormitories ~d on-campus housing units. The new rates will start at
$1,750 per semester, or $463 a month, for a
double room. Single rooms will oost $2,6'25 a
semester, or $656 a month.

Four new majors approved
Trustees also approve four new majors
for next year: a master's degree in oomputer
art and design;. a bachelor's degree in ph<>tography, a bachelor's degree in restaurant
and food service management, and a doctorate in chemistry.
The 70-hour program in oomputer art
and design will allow UCF faculty and students to increase partnerships with the
Atlantic Center ·for the Arts, the Orlando
Museum of Art and other anchors of the
regional entertainment industry, which
employs 150,000 people locally and produces
more than $1.1 billion in revenue. Orlando
ranks fourth in the nation in the art indUstry
field.
The 127-credit photography program
will offer training. in photography, digital
imagBry, profes~ional writing and photojournalism at UCFs Da;Ytona Beach campus.
Students can enroll in the new program,
which begins this summer, only after they've
emned an associate of sciences degree in
photographic technology at Daytona Beach ·Community College or oompleted similar
oourse work
.
_The 72-hour doctoral chemistry program will offer students tracks in materials,
forensics' and environment.al chemistry. It·
also aims to retain the 60 percent of gradu-·
ates who leave the master's chemistry program at UCF to pursue doctoral and professional education elsewhere. UCF is the only
university in the state to offer. a chemistry
doctorate that emphasires forensics and
environmental chemistry.
The 120-hour bachelor's degree p~
gram in restaurant and food service management emphasires training, principles and
practical experience. It is estimated that 30
percent of the 1,000 students who enroll in
UCF's Rosen School . of Hospitality
Management within the next four ye.ars will
choose the focused program.
·
-{OMP/lED BYSTAFF WRrrER KRISTA ZIUZI
\
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STUDENT
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SERVICES
Need help -with?·
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Prohlems -with?
•
•
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Landlords
Name change
Divorce
Police

• I~surance
• Contracts
• Notary

· Student Legal Services provides students with assistance
in selected areas of law such as landl~rd./tenant,
consumer, chapter 7 bankruptcy, criminal, traffic, &
uncontested dissolutions. Qualified students can receive
consultation and represen'tation free ?f charge.

http://pegasus.cc.ucf.edu/-stulegal

2400 ·N Forsyth Rd Suite 101
Orlando FL 32807-6445
Office 407-657-6336 •Fax 407-657-6388
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MEMBER
CENTRAL FLORIDA

Frank DiPaola, EA Licensed to Practice
Before the IRS

Tax Accountant

Students may be eligible to claim Educat~on ·
Expe ses and Student Loan Interest ''
Deduction. Call lor Details!
11

:-F--R---E--E--11ec1ronic------:
:

,· Filing _
t o the IRSI :

Valid if client pays for preparation of tax forms. Not to be combined with any other offer.
Must present coupon al lime service is provided. Expin!'S 4/15/2003. Code: UCF

~--------------~----~------·
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. There is no' rea$on to loOk any f~rther m we ·
have the biggest .bedi-ooms ·and .biggest closets!
, . Community Amenities ·
·Computer Center
~,

·State-of-the-Art Fitness Center
·Basketball &Sand Volleyball
Courts

.

·Swimming Pool with Sun Deck
·Community Center
•Gated Community
_
•On-site Management anq
Maintenance
·
• 24-hour Community Assistant

.Staff

2913 Einstein Way ;, Orlando, FL 32826

· 111'1' .SCIENC.E DRIVE
T H E

VI

L L A G E

A T

• Ethernet Service
·Private Bedrooms and
Bathrooms
·Large Walk-in Closets

lndividualflpor plans may vary.
,,

. 407-384-7080
.

~

.

Local and Long Distance Telephone Servi~e Provider

Q

..

. wwW.thevillageatscietJcedrive.co~

'
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12001 Science,Dr. • or1a·ndo, fL 32821i
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Regional planners come
tOgether on conseivation
Convened by UCF, mayors and others assess
challenges that include 'runaway growth'·
·growth, he said, he and his staff ture of Central Florida's growth.
had a brainstorming session
"There is little evidence
and concluded, ''Well, if we don't that elected officials have taken
Bringing together the may- want that 'development there, -groWth management seriously;"
ors of two of Florida's biggest arid if the land-use tools that we he said in an interview. "There's
. cities along with other experts, have are going te allow at least . been very little planning.
UCF hosted a regional forrim some development, as much as · Central Florida is one of .the
Thursday to address concerns we'd like to restrict it, what if we worst examples of runaway
about conservation and urban set about a plan fo buy tha:t land. growth:"
•
growth.
and take it out of development?" .
However, he expressed
Titled
''A
Regional
Ja:cksonville did just that, hope that the situation could
Perspective on Central Florida's with financial help from various ·improve. "It's a start. to bring
Natural Lands," the discussion federal and state agencies. "We together counties," he said. "I
was sponsored · by UCF's have now the only national park think it was very beneficial to
Metropolitan
Center
for in the country that is actually ·have a forum like [this]. It's very
Regional Studies.
e:Xpanding," Delaney said. In ineffi,cient for each county to
Recently elected Orlando addition, the city has preserved develop its own conservation
Mayor Buddy Dyer talked about 100 square miles of land.
policy without" considering oththe
similarities
between
. But tire remaining chal- ers' efforts, Noss said.
Jacksonville Mayor John lenges of urban growth are still
He added, ''Whenever you
Delaney's "Better Jacksonville the same · there as elsewher~: ·look at a larger area, you have
Plan" and the platform of Dyer's The infrastructure falls behind, economy of scale where you can
own mayoral campaign, which the environment sllffers and old achieve environmental goals
stressed improvements in infra- neighborhoods get neglected. more efficient~y than if pursued
structure, land conservation, "The whole emphasis is to push on a county-by-county basis."
environmental protection and that growth in," he said.
Linda Chapin, the director
downtown revitalization.
Following
Delaney's of the Metropolitan Center and
"There is a lot of modeling, speech', UCF biology professor former Orange County chairand a lot that I can take from his Reed Noss spok~ about the 1 man, called the ·forum "a begintenure
as
mayor
of virtues ofregionalplanillng, and ning," and pledged to continue
Jacksonville," Dyer said.
the consequences of , failing to pushing for responsible growth
"He led two smi::J.mits focus- prepare for growth. · ·
in Central Florida. ing OIJ. protecting and restoring '
Noss, a leading expert in
''We agreed that the
and enhancing the St. Johns the field of conservation biology Metropolitan Center will con. River, and was instrumental in. who has worked around the vene the same working group in
having the St. Johns named as country;. compared growth for . 90 days," Chapin said. ''We will
an American Heritage river. And the sake .of growth to cancer.
do some goal setting. We will
through his preservation proj"I've read, over the year&, look at data sources. We'll make
ect, more than 40,000 acres of · several very interesting articles - certain that .we are all on the
land were set aside for conser- that make a chillingiy persua- same page.'.'
vation and passive recreation in . sive case of the similarity
As for UCF's growth, some
Jacksonville."
between urban sprawl and the said the university has taken a
Delaney said his inspira- growth and metastasis of cancer positive approach. ."It seems .to
tion to protect Jacksonville's -in the human body," Noss said.
me that we are doing quite
undeveloped lands came during
He argued that regional well," Helen Donegan, the cena fishing trip in the city's largely - planning could help to preserve ter' s vice president for commupreserved northeast quadran( ·indigenous species of plants and nity relations; said. "We're
, "I had , . . sort of an epiphany;" animals that are damaged when pleased with the direction we're
he said. "I began to imagine the · development is allowed to pro- heading." ·
laundromats, the strip -malls ceed on a project-by-project
Noss neither praised nor
and the fast-food restaurants basis. "I think regional planning condemned UCF's growth.
going in there.
does offer .~ way to get around
"I don't tJ:µnk UCF has realDe1aney talked about the . this crisis, if done .intelligently;" ly taken a particular policy on
conservation," he said. "UCF
need for· cities to evolve. he said.
"Whether we want to or not, we
"Unfortunately; for most of has contributed to growth in
are ·goUig to change," he said. the recent pas~, we have done east Orange County.''. He did,
"The. buzzword among cities our regional _planning, · our however, praise UCF'~ efforts in
and counties· is that they're urban planning, our transporta- hosting a forum to address the
either growillg, or they're dying. · tio:ri · planning in one sphere, topic.
"Where we want the growth w}lereas people working on conUCF's Master Plan, which
is back in the older neighbor- servation planning- have been . attempts to strike _a balance
, hoods, _near the central cori . s, in working in a completely differ- between campus needs and the
the areas that have been -Mt ent world."
surrounding environment, will
behind and in the economically
While Delaney praised -·be .the topic when Peter
depres~ed areas," he continued.
regional leaders and expressed Newman, director of facilities
''We did not want the growth in optimism about the future of .. planning, gives a presentatio11
this northeast quadrant."
~ Central Florida's environment, at 2 p.m. today in Room 202 of
In order to steer that ·Noss painted a much darker pie- the Engineering II Building.
JASON IRSAY
STAFF WRITER
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Not all professors
agree with Web site's
aCademic effectiveness
FROM

PAGE 1

-inconsistent answer'$. ·
"Professors are the most
important part of the university,"
said Mandell, "Who hopes to Greate
;:i, -greater unity between students
and facillty with his Web site.
He said his site is not meant
to identify those professors "Who ·
give all Pis, but rather to help students pick the instructor "Who is
the best for them.
Mandell said students will
benefit from this Web site through
open forums "Where they can com:municate with one another. The
site provides current.information
about each of ·ucF's professors
and also offers anonymous student evaluations and comments.
. But the most controversial
and significant feature of the site
is- the grading histories of each
professor. Never before have students had a.cress to the grade .
averages for each professor's
class. Also included will be the
number of students "Who have
dropped a course under each prcr
fessor.
. The Web site carries a minimum registration fee of $7, "Which
allows a.cress for someone to view
the records for four professors;
each additional professor viewed
will cost another . $2, Jhough
Mandell expects that bls new site
will offer discounted fees in its first
fewweeks to lure users.
Junior Katie Wolczanski, 20,
· saidihe fee is a small price to pay
compared to withdrawing or
retaking a class. "I wish this Web
site waS in service "When I nOOded.
to choose from a list of random
names for mystatisties class," she
said.
.·
· . Senior Michael McLaughlin, .

22, agrees that the site will be beneficial. "I am for anything that
g-ets more people at UCF communicating," he sai~
McLaughlin said that
UCFprofessors.com would help
students narrow their class choices, as well as provide them with a
better understanding of what to
expect from each professor.
Yet sophomore Brad Wallace,
19, finds it hard to believe that
opinions on the site will Qe helpful
''.Although the Web site is a
gtiod idea, I think it is a little too

biased to work effectively," he said
"You cannot always trust
strangers to give you a. fair out- ·
·
look" .
Professors also have conflict.ing views about the site; and
"Whether their evaluations and
GQmments should be kept private
or made available to students.
Kay Diefenderfer, a prof~sor
in the Department of Psychology
Who teaches research methods
and developmental learlling, sID:d
the Web sjte will affect sttidents'
learning and professors' performances.
"Most students will choose
the professors with the higher
grades, "Which may or may not
indicate how niuch students will
learn Irom a course," she said.
'~d this Web site will place more
pressure on the professors to
raise the grades in their classes."
Finley Taylor and Ali Korosy
both · are professors in the
Department of Fbreignl.anguages
and Literatures. They worry the
site could become a problem by
causing grade inflation.
Taylor said students "Who use.
the Web site will choose a professor based on popularity, rather
than for the tjght reasons.
.
' Added Korosy: "Students will
go on this Web site looking for an
easy A, and then find out "When
taking the course that they have to
work hard to learn the material."
However, Sa,m Lawrence, a
professor of interpersonal communication, said the Web site
should be allowed to find its audience.
"Students should be _abl~ to
air their opinions, as long as they
are not slanderous, under the
First Amendment rights," he said. _
While Marldell has not contacted the Student Government
Association about his Web site, he
plans to do so. At other campuses, .
student a.cress to such paid·Web
sites LS subsidized by the student
government.
SGA's · Chief
Student
Advocate,
JUIDOr
Wesfey
Hotchkiss, said SGA has reviewed
professor-rating Web sites in the
past, but likelywould want to look
again at the .UCF-targBted site as
well as similar sites elsewhere
before becoming involved in an
official capacity.
Anew
Web.site ·
posts
. grades

issued
byUCF

professors,
as well as
reviews
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Ex-Israeli soldiers discuss life on the front line
Despite this, the na~ course
for Israeli youths goos from bjgh
school to IDF. In the IDF, the young~
Unlike most American teen..:· adults le.am to interact with other
agers, the majority of·Israeli youths people and take on new responsibili.face a much different responsibility ties, says DoraAvni, a former IDF solupon graduation from high sehool dier and adjunct lecturer for UCFs
Rather than relishing in newfound Judaic studies program.
· Jay Kohn, Jordan Miller, Roy
independence, Israeli teen-agers
must put themselves on the front line Shalev andAvni spoke and answered
as members of the Israeli Defense : questions about life as soldiers and
Fbrce.
Israeli citizens.
Unlike the voluntary American
Avni said experience in the IDF
armed forces, IDF service is manda- forces Israeli youths to grow up quicktory for all 18-year-old Israeli citizens ly and changBs them.
and permanent residents to join. Men
"There's no mommy and ~dy
serve for three years and w-0men for · to cry on their shoulders," Avni said
21 months.. '!'4ey remain reservists ''You have to le.am to get along by
until the age of 51 and 24, ·respective- yourself."
ly.
.
"I came out a different person,"
Fbur of those former soldiers diS- she added
cussed their experiences in the IDF in
Avni served in the early 1970s,
a forum Thursday organized by · when women were not put in combat
Central Florida Hillel at the Wired positions. Avniwas upset when she
Cafe. ..
le,arned IDF would not assign her to ·a
.
IDF may give deferments to stu- fighting unit.
dents· studying at higher education
"I ate a gllllon of ice creain," she
institutions- or new immigrants · told the audience.
depending on age and personal staBut unlike other soldiers who
tus, acrording to Israel's Ministry of slept in tents in the desert where
Fbreign Affairs . .
insects and sand abounded, Avni was
SHEYLA NIEVES
STAFF WRITER
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·to Become . a Successful
Business Leader" when he
speaks at 7 p.m. Tuesday in
the Key West room of the
Student Union.
. Walsh, a UCF alumni and
-the senior · vice president for
corporate
relations
for
Darden, will be a guest of
UCF's business fr~ternity,
Alpha Kappa Psi, of which he
is ·an honorary member.
Darden operates several
restaurant chains, including
Red Lobster and Olive Garden.
Junior Mark Onusko, 21,
the public relations chairman
for Alpha Kappa Psi, said stl,1dents who ·attend the speech
will get a rare look inside the
corporate mindset. 'We've had
Mr. Walsh come and speak to
OUf brotherhood, but this event
is open to everyone," Onu~ko
said. "It's a good chance fpr
the student body to get so e .
insight into the corporat~
world from a local leader."
Senior Meghan Gocklin,
21, who handles public rela- .
tions for the ; Business
Administration
College
Council, of which Alpha Kappa
Psi is a member, said that
Walsh will speak·as part of the
council's leadership week.
''Alpha Kappa Psi is hosting the event to show business
majors what the business
. world is like," Gocklin said:
Walsh's message '·'applies to
anyone ·who wants to run their
.own business or succeed in
busiri.ess in general. This is
. valuable information for any
major," she said.
Memb~rs of AKP hope for
a large turnout. "To learn from
someone like Rick Walsh is a
great . opporj;unity to see
what's possibly out there in the
corporate world," Onusko
said.

Four former
Israeli
Defense
Force
soldiers
gathered in
the Wired
Cafe
Thursday to
discuss their
lives and
-military
experiences
in a forum
organized by
Cenfral
Florida

stationed on "a beautiful island sitting
in the 'Thbran Strait" and had air con.ditioning. ·
The other panelists spent-their service time in Lebanon, Galilee and
elsewhere.
Kohn traveled to Israel and· ·
became a yitizen there in the early
1980s. In the IDF, he le,arned anti-t.ank
tactics and fought in Operation IW.ce
for Galilee, a preemptive strike by
Israel in 198'2 to end ·attacks by the
Palestinian Liberation Organization,
which operated in Lebanon.
''It was a very interesting time to
be there, scary but exciting," Kohn
said ''You look across the border and
see Israel ~d· feel mill you haveto protect her."
Miller also served in Lebanon
during Operation IW.ce for Galilee as
an infantrymallfor 10 months, but was
trarisferred after he.fell off a truck·and
suffered a back injury.
Miller became a nattiraliz.ed citizen after livingin Israel for a year and.
served from 1980 to 1983.
He explained that IOF ronnected
him with an adoptive family-and does

Kaplan's
Admissions &
..
Strategy Seminar
for Grad~ate,
Business, L_~w ·&
Medical Schools!

•
Learn. about the
application i>~ocess
& admissions tests
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.Soldiers .'always know_
someone that dies'
'

mander. At a later' time, he said
violence and the death of about 80
this with other immigrants to ease percent of the soldiers in bis unit
their loneliness. Israeli iriimi- charact~I'IBOO bis IDF tiine.
grants make up special units ID the
Shabat brollgbt bis 14-yearIDE
· old s9n, Johnathon, to the event.
Shalev served ID IDF from Johnathon wants to jofu the.IDF in
1997 to 2000. Although he wanted the future but bis father opposes
to be a pilot, IDF placed him tlie the idea. . Shabat said he .had
infantry and served in the GaZ.a hoped that Thursday's event
Strip, the West BankandLebanoIL would show a sobering version of
''The sad side to the stQcy is . serving in the IDF to JohnathoIL
that you always lmow someone
Instead, the panelists seemed
that dies," Shalev said
to giVe a romanticized and advenHe told the audience five sol- turous portrayal of their IDF serv. diers with whom he went to high ice.
school died while servil).g their
''That may have been their
oountry.
case," ~ said "I wish I had .
·The panelists talked about full"_
,
life in Israel, where soldiers.·carry
Other audience members
found the event to be educational
their weapons at all times.
''It's so natural to see .sol- and differed with Shabat's oplliioIL
diers," Avni said
Freshman Amy Schwarz, 18, said
Avni and Shalev also dis- the panel changOO her oplliion
pelled the belief that Israelis live in about those who serve in the IDE
oonstant fear of a terrorist attack
"I was surprised that they
''What you Would call anxiety, were describing it as an enjoyable
we call aWa.reness," Avni said experience," Schwartz said ''I did'We're around with our eyes and n't reaJiw it [was] such a positive
ears open."
· experience for everyone."
The audience of about 40 peoBecause IDF service is
ple included other form.er IDF sol- mandatory, Schwartz sa.ld she
dierswho briefly introduced them-. thought the service would not be
selves.
-something that Israelis looked forOne of th~ audience mem- ward to.
·
bers, Moshe Shabat of Longwood,
· Senior Jay Feldman, 21, who
fecalled bis experienrein the IDE minors in Judaic studies, organ''I didn't have the experienre ized the event for the Central
you had," Sbabat said to the panel F1orida Hillel He said he did so·
''It was.a bit bloodier."
because "there is no Is~l-related
Shabat was stationed on the programming" on campus and felt
Suez Canal and served ID the IDF the panel would provide an edufrom 1972 to 1975 as a tank oom- cational opportunity.
FROM PAGE
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With the resignation this month of Miss UCF Katie·Noland, left, the first runner~tip,
Kristy Burgess, will assume the title and compete in the Miss Florida pageant.

Miss UCF steps down
DANIELLE DEPARI
STAFF WRITER.

LaSt month's newly crowned
Miss UCF,' ,Katie Nola:nd, has
resigned, passing the crown t.q first
runner-up Kristy ~s.
Emily Kukulies, -assistant
director of Student .Activities, said
Noland 'resigned for personal reasons.
Noland, 21, a senior who is
majoring in management information_systems, said that her reasons
for resigning are health-related and
alluded to her pagPlfilt platform.
which is epilepsy educatioIL
.
Noland also has qualified for
an international baton-twirling
oompetition in France that will take
pJare dw'illgthe time she would otheiwise be preparing to oompete in

the Miss F1orida pageant.
''I can't represent UCF in the
pageant and represent them in
France at the same time," she said.
"'This is a onOO-in-a-lifetime opportunity for me," said Noland, who
W3s one of tbroo qualifiers for the
baton oontest from the United .
Stat.es.
Burgess, 21, a senior nursing
majo:i; now will represent the university in the Miss F1orida pageant
June28.
'l\s first runner up, it1s my duty
to take on the title of Miss UCF if it
beoomes available throughout the
yem;" she said
· 'Tmfulfillingmyjobandithas
nothing to do with Katie. I fully support Katie. We are working as a
t.eam to prepare for the pageant and
t.akingthis in stride."

·with complete e~!m,
~:~!YS ~nd cle~!ing
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Southern Oaks Dental
· 2868 Osceola Ave.
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War debates
grow intense ,on campus
don't have nuclear weapons,
then we're going to attack you."
the·peace protesters these days
Emily Ruff, co-chairman of
- have nothing to do with the war the Progressive Coilncil, calls
and everything to do with who's this the "I-don't-like-you-so-lin the White House," he-said.
.can-bomb-you" mentality. She
c·onsidder said liberal pro- says other nations could follow
testers oppose Bush, r'a ther America's lead and start bombthan the war, ·and use the con- ing their own enemies.
fl.ict as an opportunity .to conThe diplomatic route was
demn the afilninistration, while tried and it failed, said
lowering troop morale.
Considder, though he agreed
To improve world opinion that diplomacy should always
about the . war, the American be the first course. The war to
~ strategy has focused on using
liberate Iraq, he said, was the
precision-guided bombs and only optio~ left.
missiles, to avoid unintended
America's .motivation. to
death and destruction.
. change the Iraqi regime has
Yet no amount of technolo- nothing to do with disarming
gy can completely eliminate Hussein or liberating Iraq, Leto
Iraqi suffering, ·Leto said. said. It's about oil.
.
Aiiticipating·
casualties,
Leto said interests have
Campus Peace Action decided driven the conflict,·and that Vice
to do more than protest. They President Dick Cheney's former
had a gar~ sale.
employer, Halliburton Corp.,
The group raised money · will benefit .from the war. "Dick
through the sale of used goods Cheney's
ex-company
like clothes- and furniture. Halliburton is already there
. Proceeds will provide relief to with an open-ended contract,"
Iraqis who were injured or had Leto said. Halliburton's main
homes damaged in the fighting. business, oil-field service, could
1
·
"We want to help · the profit the most from the war,
humanitarian cause,'' he said.
with some estimates that
· Senior N~le . Garey, 21, rebuilding Iraqi oil infrastrucknows whllt wars can do ·to a ture could cost $40 billion.
country from her research into
Senior Jared Pearman, 23,
· governments - in war-torn has a moral opposition to war
Central Africa. As the former as a member of UCF's Falun
president of the United Nations Gong Cultivation Society, a
Association of UCF, she saw group that promotes spiritual
what oppressive military health and well-being. He
regimes can do to a country; and , agrees with h~lping the Iraqis,
she says the Bush admiiiistra- though, and hopes American
tion believes it can help the can peacefully help other sociIraqis escape their current eties, like China.
.
regime.
The United States has
Though ·she sees· a benefit worked hard to forge diplomatic
to replacing Hussein's regime . ties with China, ties now allowwith a democracy, she sees little ing it to escape criticism for its
connection between Iraq and own human rights abuses, while
American security concerns.
a distracted America fights
"I don't ,think [Hvssein] Ir.aq, Pearman said.
poses a threat to the United
·Junior Heather Smith, 21,
State.s," she said. "Even the CIA has a fiance in the Marines, sta. has said the only threat- he tioned in Kuwait. As president
poses to the U.S. is if we 1attack of ROCK, she says the Middle
him."
East and the rest_of the world
Garey says the re.al t11feats will benefit from a democratic
to America lie with countries regime in Iraq.
closer to building nuclear
Smith and other ROCK
weapons, ·like North Korea. members both have attended
"We're not ·deafuig with the .and started pro-America and
more _pressing, imminent pro-war rallies, including a sign.threat,'' she said. · "North waving event at the corner of
Korea's troops are fed better University Boulevard and
than anyone in the country; they Alafaya Trail last Wednesday.
have weapons that can reach Han_9.-made signs with slogaiis
the west coast of the U.S.... and such as "Support our troops"·
· we're not even talking to them." and "I love _America" . greeted
" North Korea admitted in afternoon rush-hour traffic.
October.2002 that it re-activated Drivers responded with approvits nuclear program, to the dis- ing honks and waves.
may of the United States and · American values,. like freethe United Nations. The Bush dom of speech, will benefit Iraq,
administration has pursued a Mena says. "People will h~ve a
diplomatic -solutio:Q. to ending chance to think mi their own, to
the.program.
express their opinions, and live
. If Iraq was allowed more their lives the way they want to
time, Considder said, it would live," he said. "Maybe they'll
have · produced
nuelear have the .same opporjunities we
weapons to6, and would be have in Ameriea:"
much harder·to defeat.
That hope resonates with
The message America . ~embers of ROCK, who see
sen~ by ignoring North Korea,
Americans not as invaders, as
Garey says, is far more danger- · the Iraqi regime has deseribed
ous than the Iraqi threat.
us, but as liberators and peaceShe says American policy makers . .Said Mena: "It will
demonstrates a double · sfan- never be a totally safe world, but
dard: "If you're Weak, and if ~OU . :we C8:Il make it safer\~lace."
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_What Are You Doinglhis Summer?
-

While you ~re home over summer break, you ,can continue your classes at FAU. The credits are·
trar:isferable and this is a conv~nient way to satisfy the state requirement of nine summer hours.
With campuses stretching from Port St. Lucie to Dania Beach, ·it is easy for yow to attend classes.
Day and evening.courses help you tailor a program to fit your summer schedule.
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Research ·professors
m·person, not .online
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ith the launch of UCFprofessors.com, · classes. Students can get a much more accurate
students who are willing to pay will
idea of how a professor grades or teaches by
have the opportunity to learn more
t~gto students in the professor's class or
even attending such a class before enrolling.
about the many professors, associate
professors, ~ssistant professors and instructors
These evaluations can ;irreparably damage
UCF employs before they actually enroll in their a professor's reputation. If students trash a procourses.
·
fessor who grades harshly, and prospective stuThe Web site follows a trend of Web sites
dents decide not to take the professor's course
based upon such evaluations, the professor will
which evaluate professors based on a wide .
range of criteria. The idea of Web sites evaluatinvariably_suffer. Without a balanced view, the
ing professors has merit. It is based on the idea evaluations can destroy the professor's career.
of informing consumers, aiid college students While Web sites that evaluate professors ·
are consumers. They pay a significant amount _ can potentially serve as valuable sources of
of money to get an education. If they want to
.information for students - and only if they are
learn more about the product they are purchas- done right - these Web sites should not charge
ing, more power to them.
nearly as much for the information they provide.
-:However, these Web sites contain many
flaws, not only for those students who partici- This informi;t.tion is available for free to
pate in the evaluation process, but also for
anyone who wants it. If students want to find
those who pay to obtain the information.
out how other students have evaluated their
The accuracy of such evaluations comes
professors, they can obtain such information
into. question, as only the most passionate stuthemselves. Sure, going through the proper
dents - the ones who really loved or really
channels to obtain that information may require
hated a professor - are likely to participate in
work, but students can save themselves money
the forums offered on such Web ·sites.
by doing it themselves.
_
Students who rely on anonymous evaluaIn addition, students are mor.e likely to get
accurate information about professors by doing
tions to determine which professor to take may
some research and actually talking to students
get an accurate perception of the course and
the-professor, but they may also get the opinions . in the professors' classes or talking to the professors themselves.
of students who attended only a handful o{

~

OUR STANCE:

Embrace diversity
to end cultural fears
ate crimes.directed against Arabs,
Muslims and Sikhs across the United
States have increased since the beginning of -the war with Iraq. About a
r: dozen such.crimes have been r.eported since the
war began, with moSt of the incidents involving
verbal harassment or property damage. These
incidents have occurred ffom Arizona to
Wisconsin, and on both coasts.
·Like the rise in hate crimes that followed
the terrorist attack of Sept. 11, 2001, these hate
crimes have no justification. The Am~riean people should never tolerate racism or stereotyping
of anyone. However, these incidents may contin.-. ue to increase unless society takes a clear
stand agajnsfsuch behavior.
The American people need to demonstrate
that racism has no place in our culture. People
need to condemn this behavior as unacceptable
and reprehensible. To negiect its responsibility
·to protect all citizens, including those who ·
share a religion or heritage with the country we
are fighting, American society would betray the
core values it says it fights for.
Now is the time to reach out to the Arab
and Muslim communities. Its members harbor
justifiable fears that the United States' actions ~
equate to "an attack on 'their culture. Americans,
and the American go~ernment, need to quell ·

H

those fears by embraci.Ilg Arabs 1 Muslims and
.Sikhs. We-need to try to bridge the gap and
work together to find common ground and
understanding.
·If America.cannot convince the rest of the.
world of the validity and -nobility of its actions,
it risks alienating even more people and more
coti.ntries than it has already offended. The mistrust of America can only grow if Americans
continue to colllIIll.t stupid, senseless crimes
against people who look or speak differently
than they do.
,
. This concept of treating all people decently
may prove more difficult to enact if the war
with -Iraq drags on, but it can and musfhappen.
Even if society faces an extraordinary challenge
to respect all people, UCF and other universities should strive to set an example for the rest
of society to follow. As institutions of higher
education, and supposedly more intelligence,
universities should show the world how cultural.
div~rsity can thrive.
UCF can make difference by demonstrat~·
ing to the larger Central Florida community'
· how we can all live together peacefully, respecting our differences but emphasizing our similarities. Ignorance fuels the racism that has
sprung up in the past two weeks, but understanding can extinguish the h~es.

a

"Mankind must put an end to·war,
or war will' put an end to mankind."
- -THOMAS' CARLYLE

Reasons not~ be in Iraq
Iamopposed to the war in Iraq for the sim- about liberating our children right here in the
ple reason that we have so many problems right United States from a totally unsatisfactory educahere in the United States that need to be fixed tional system? They are right here for us to free. before we go "liberating" other countries. Our but when it comes to them there is no extra
education system is basically financially destitute. money. Of course our ch·ildren don't have millions
Our government is always telling us that there is of dol lars worth of oil underneath them. Guess
.
no more money for education. however. they can that sucks for them, huh?
seem to find billions of dollars to spend on liber"
-BRANDON K. WILSON
ating people .halfway around the world. How
Anti-war activists have soldiers'-best interests at heart
- This Is in response to Adam Shiver's article
"Regardless of views. support the troops," published March 27. Campus Peace Action is the name
of the group that has held anti-war and peace
events on the campus. As the vice president. I
have not heard one group member say that Adam
h~s ever talked to a single one of us about our
views.
· We support our troops; we were wea'ring
yellow Fibbons right alongside the "Support our .
Troops" rally last Wednesday. We do not want our
brothers and sisters to die in a war that we feel is
both unprovoked and unnecessary.
In the last few weeks. Congress passed a bill
to cut $9.6 billion from Veteran Affairs benefits. ·

Yes. they actually took away $9.6 billion from vet- ·
erans' aid during a war.
Even worse, there are 270,000 homeless
veterans in America; 33 perce.nt of all homeless
males have served in the military. With Gulf War
syndrome. Agent Orange and controversial vaccination injeaions. we do not think that the government treats soldiers with the respect and reverence that they 8eserve.
To say that the peace movement is not sup- .
porting our troops is ridiculous, If we had our
way. none of themwould be risking their lives on
the other side_of the world in the first place.
-JONATHAN LETO ·

. Media's role in w.ar shouldn't be cheerteading competition ,
Icouldn't help but spit out my coffee as Iread Second. it displays O'Grattan's desire to locate each
Kevin O'Grattan's opinion article. "Media role in war and every copy of our Constitution, set fire to it as
is supporting patriotism," published March 27. Ican't quickly as possible, and douse the fiames engulfing
bring myself to comprehend t~e sort of inepti~ude our freedom of speech with-a spattering of urine.
I'm not sure which is_more insulting to read.
that could so severely brush aside the most bas1C of
from what is alleged to be a newspaper - a comall journalistic tenets. ,
O'Grattan managed rot only to offend jour- plete and total lack of understanding regarding the
nalists, but Americaris, conservatives and liberals · need for objectivity, or the ignorant support of a
alike. In prajsing the move by_radio stations to profit-driven industry that could not care less about
appease advertisers by pulling programming by patriotism if it didn't make .their station more allur·
artists "... who insult our nation's leaders and refuse ing to advertisers.
I'm willing to accept the possibility that
to support the United States in a time of crisis," Ican
come only to the conclusion that this article is the O'Grattan lacks as much education in journalism as
he does in history. Afew credit hours could cure him
result of two things.
- First it displays the lack of journalistic integri- of his impression that we're living in ~he Reichstag.
ty ~rmitted in today's media. Reporters are now
-MAmlEW TUCKER
supporters; cheerleaders rather than observers.

Universit)' should take active role judging famlty's morals, views
The editorial. "Professor has right to proPalestinian view," published March 27. clearly miss- -_
es the point regarding individual rights, the First
Amendment and morality.
While every individual has a right to free
speech. no rights impose any obligations on others.
besides that they refrain from violating those
ri§hts. For example. professor Hussam Jubara's right
,to free speech does not mean that others must provide him with a lecture hall to voice his opinions.
Furthermore, it is the moral responsibility of ·
those in charge of running UCF to pass judgment
on the . professors they hire - including moral
judgment. Those in charge must discriminate ·
between professors who will benefit students and

those who will not. Should UCF hire professors who
advocate Nazism or rape? According to The future.
the university should not concern itself with such
matters.
'
Finally, Israel is a beacon of freedom. wealth
and o1her virtues. Israel has been under attack for
its virtues for years. The Palestinian terrorists are
not freedom fighters, if words have any meaning.
Freedom fighters fight for freedom; not the desJruction of freedom. Those that condemn Israel for its
heroic tight for survival and freedom should not be
allowed to teach in any public university.
-MArrHEW S. MIKLAllTSCH

President of the Objedivist Club at Uff
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Friilr-Speech reduced
-to petty name~_calling
;

.

.

MENTAL DOOiHIS

CHRISTOPH,ER ARNOLD
STAFF WRITER

Now that the United States
and its allies have committed .
themselves to conflict in·Iraq, I,
like many people out there, have
been glued to the news channels
watching history unfold. And
though there b,as been quite a bit
written thus far, I feel now is as
good a time as any to offer my
-two cents. ·
·
First of all, I am an absolute
proponent of freedom of speech.
It is, after all, what makes our
country great, and it is a freedom we should always exercise
and never take for granted.
That being said, there are
· reasons "fire" cannot be shouted
in a crowded movie theater and
why- believe it or not - some
things truly are better left
unsaid. ThiS is by no means to .
discourage opposing viewpoints
or dissenting opinions, but lately;
it has begun to seem that the
"fr~dom" is latched onto more
often than the "speech."

Speech implies communication, which, 3rS I understand it,
requires intelligible discourse to
,be of any real merit. Maybe it- is
a little too much to ask, but if _
your only argunient for your
position is "j.ust because," then
maybe the larger liberty that is
freedom of speech is not being
fully appreciated or understood.
Also, if the strategy of your
personal.demonstration is to
deride the opposition with nothing more than a superfluous
catchphrase or disrespectful
name-calling, then I fail to see
how this can be of any benefit to
the cause you support.
If you do believe a certain.
way; do yourself a favor and do
some research - free speech
should be about discussion and
conversation, never incoherent
or combative name-calling and
shouting matches.
In addition, I applaud tb.e
current wave of support peopl
are directing toward the·troop .
They are real-life heroes who .
deserve every bit of om respect
and admiration. They certainly
have mine.
- ~·
·
For as much as we may pro, fess love for our country; and as
passionately as we feel about
our great nation, those brave
men and women actively demon-

strate their national pride. This
is riot to knock a person who
says they love their country; as
do I, but our soldiers' unflinching
desire to put their lives on the
line for their nation when summoned attests to their love more
than words may ever be able to.
_ However, support of our soldiers does not necessarily mean
. support for the mission they areon. I tend to not fall into that category; as I flld it ~cult to Separate the troops from the overall
duty. Unlike a number of my
peers, I support the war effort.
Obviously; peace would have
. been preferable to war; t11:at
should be a given. But there
comes a time, upon exhausting
other optiQns, when it becomes
necessary. The popular alterna.tive, it seems, would have.been
to adopt a policy of ignoring the
problem and hoping it goes away
- arguably an option much
more comfortable to us now, but
possibly exposing us to equal or
greater d,anger further down the
road.- Granted, I have never been
one of our president's
staunchest supporters, having
often disagreed with his administration's stances on particular
issues. However, I do not consid. er my status as an independent
voter to be synonymous with an
anti-Republicail mentality; and
as.such, do.not autom!Ltically
denounce whatever President
Bush offers to the nation.
This is a war, unlike any our
great nation has ever known. We
have struck first. We have gone
into battle without traditional
allies and sans United Nations
approval. We are inundated 24
hours a day by its coverage,
facilitated by media embedded
within different military units.
In a perfect world, none of
this would hav~ happened, nor
would it be needed. In a perfect
world, we could continue to go
· about our days, waking up and
working, coming home to family;
friends. We could remain relatively isolated from the goings-on
in other parts of the world.
Unfortunately; we_live in a -world far from perfect.
· Cold War conflicts between
global superpowers have been
, replaced by the growing threat'
posed by international terrorism,
While.it may never be possible to
·completely eradicate terrorism,
we find ourselves at a point in
time when inaction could
arguably be of equal or.greater .
detriment than action.
Terrorists' hatred of the United
States is deep and longstanding,·
and would 'not have waned if we
had abstained from war.
· Could our aetfons overseas

inspire future terrorists? Sure.
But could terrorists and rogue
states left unchecked just as '
equally promote and inspire
future terr.orists? Absolutely.
In his response to the Sept.
11 attacks on New York and
Washington, D.C., the president
made it clear that in the war on
terrorism~ we would ma;ke no
distinction between te1wrists
and.the nations that either harbor or sponsor them.
In this regard, it seems
Bush has remained true to form,
further displaying his conviction
and his belief that this is a just
course of action to enswe both
-American and global security.
The legal recourse fo~ this
military action lay within the
·united Nations resolutions
established after the Persian
Gulf War. They dictated the
terms by which Iraq must
restrict its weapons and military
programs. The specifics therein
were recalled in resolution 1441,
drafted in 2002. Given ample
. opportunity to abide by those
resolutions, Iraq did so in
appearance only; thereby undermining United Nations authority.
Regardless of how sketchy
certain details might have been
prior to the start of the war,
Saddam Hussein's conduct since
has only emphasized the need '
for his removal from power.
And though chemical/biological agents remain elusive, he
has used several missiles.that
violate the terms of the United
·Nations resolutions. His use of
. civilians as shields further
underscores the oppression he
has subjected his people to and
serves as a stark contrast to the
coalition policy of trying to protect non-military Iraqis.
Hussein has committed acts
of atrocity on his own people,
including the use of
chemical/biological agents. He
and his family live in opulence
while.impoverished Iraqi citizens
struggle to survive. He represses
the Shiites anq the Kurds, and
·uses members of his armed .
forces to instill fear and suppress dissent in his people. His
sponsorship of terrorists - he
has frequently paid the families
of Palestinian suicide bombers
$25,000 - reveals the part he
plays in Middle Eastern instabili-

o/-

.

It is unfortunate that he and

his regime were not removed
from power following the first
Gulf War.
Hopefully ,·and thank;fully,
that oversight will soon be corrected.
Columnist Chri5topher Arnold can be
reached at chris@ucffuture.com

Give yourseH soine credit!
Degree credit, that is.
Full summer-schedule offered:

Ill Arts and Sciences
.II Business
II Education·11 Engineering_
.
. II Hospitality Management
. _~ InformatiQn Technology
II Nursing
U~iver~ity of
:$ oath Florida
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CLAESSENS. TAKES

athletics & academics
'

.

·sE~RIO.USLY .
in sixth ·w'Jde, she followed in her
father's athletic footsteps and beg1lll
running track .
"It would have been easy t9 be
A naturally gifted runner, she _
an athlete wi,thout being a student," had no problems with the physical
said Peyton Manning, former stand- aspect of the sport. The ment~ part,
out quarterback at the University of however, did not come so naturally.
Tennessee. "Similarly, it would have · The anticipation of competition
been much easier to just be a student, would make her physically ill. ~er
and leave athletics for another day. ·
But it woWdn't have been as joyous."
Freshman
runner . Astrid
Claessens knows well the many diffi. culties facing a student athlete. It
· wasn't long ago that she spoke only
Dutch and no English, and she hated
competition.
.
But she also knows the joy, as
she has excelled .in both arenas,
-ASTRID ClAESSENS
·scholastic and athletic.
Freshman
Claessens, the oldest of four children, gl'ew up :in B~lgium, wh~re her
physical therapist father had his own
practice. Few were surprised when,
JON SCRO<;i.GINS
STAFF WRITER

-

ADAM RoSCHE

I CFF

Augusto Sanabria teamed with Simon Jaeger to beat Barry's No. 2doubles team.

Tennis team
improves to
16-20nyear
SADIE SHAM
STAFF WRITER

The No. 62 UCF men's tennis
team 1s on a roll. The Knights won
.,,........---~
t ·e:ii"15ffi an<fl6tl:f fuatcnes in a .
row last week. They defeated
'Division JI powerhouse Barry, 4-3,
· Friday. and The Citadel, 4-3,Tuesday. The .Knights improved
to 16-2 on the season
irctday's match was delayed
for over three hours due to.· rain.
Once resumed, the singles portion
· was played first. The Bucs,
ranked. No. ·5 in DiviSion JI, won
three of
matches. Thomas
Hipp
defeated · Gabriel

six

Strangberg, 2-6, 7-6, 6-4 at the No.
2, while GerQld· Wiring brought
down Augusto Sanabria, 6-2, 6-4
at the -No. · 3. Sebastian Losavio
also picked up a win for the Bucs
at the No. ·4, beating Antonio
· Sierra, 7-5, 6-1. ..
· UCF saw outstanding power
at the top spot from Catalin
Bradu. Bradu held off Samir ·
M'Bioka 7-6, &-3. Ener. Gursoy got
past Fillip Norman, 6'.3, 6-2 at No.
5. The other UCF victor was
Simon Jaeger at No. 6. Jaeger ·
defeated Dirk Beru:llnghaus, 6-4,
6-2.
Tied at three points each, the
match came down to the -doubles
play. Sanabria and Jaeger blew
past Benninghaus ·and Alex
Praderas, 8-1 at No. 2. The Bucs
got ·a win at No. 3; Where Wiring
and ._ Losavio beat Gabriel
Strangberg and Rhett Rosen, 9-7.
No. 1 doubles, wbere Bradu and

MATT BE TH o N

run. The Knights scored the second when GSU' s Emily Pritchett
booted Kaycee Clark's · hit,
. The UCF softball te~m allowing Besfto score _and giv:.
swept Atlantic Sun Conferen~e -ing the Knights a 2-0 lead. .
foe Georgia State on -8aturd~y,
Georgia State scored a· run
winniilgboth games of a doubl& . in. the third inning, but UCF
header. The Golden ;Knights responded witl;l two runs in the
improved to 25-20 on the season fourjh inning. ,The Knights
and 5-3 in A-Sun play.
· torched Georgia State's
In· the . fifst game both · pitching staff for , five
teams were scoreles.s until the - more· · in the fifth,
sixt~ inning when Jep. Whitley . capped by Best's twoconnected on her first home run run home run, . her
·as a Knight, giving UCF a 2.:0 nth of the year.
.
lead. UCF ~ded another run-in.
· The Knights held . ·
the seventh inlling ~hen ·the Panthers scoreless
Stephanie Best drove in Nikki in the bottom of the fifth
Green with an infield singie to and the game endea due
cap the _scoring at 3-0. Dottie. to- the eight-run· mercy
Cupp pick~d up her 11th win of .rule, giving UCF a 9-1 victhe season for the Knights, tory.
Taylor
Sawyer
. pitching the complete game pitched the complete ~e
while allowing only one hit: and improved to-; 12-8 on
Whitiey fitiished the game 2-for- the year. The junior gave
3 with two RBis and Best was 2- up only two. hits' and ·no·
for-4.
e·ar.ned runs. ·
·
In ·the rubber match, UCF
Before Saturday'_s sweep
scored two runs in the first · ofGeorgi.aStatetheKnightshad
inning. Georgi.a St~te pitcher a rough week, losing three of
Lindsay French _walked the first
·
four batters to give UCF its first
·sTAFF WRITER

_...

sixth gl'ade track season would be
her last for a while.
When Claessens was in the
eighth grade, her parents made the
decision they had been considering
for years. They moved their family to
Florida, in part pursuing more favorable weather. Claessens was thrust
into an unfamiliar atinosphere and
PLEASE SEE

Freshman ON 15

PLEASE ·SEE Men's oN 15

Softball team sweeps
Georgia State,University
· ·

Running was the thing
that made my transition easier.
·Running became·a way
of expressing myself.·

PERSONAL BESTS:
800 meters:

.2:14
1,600 meters:

5:12 .
3~Mile:

PHOTO _BY ADAM ROSCHE /
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·Freshman.
Claessens
·likely to set
UCF records
.
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- surrounded by unfamiliar people
speaking an unfamiliar language.
"It was difficult at first, but I
Was excited," Claessens said. "I
moved here and Wa.s forced into
this environment, lmowing I Was
here and couldn't g0 back."
Always a top student,
Claessens applied her . study
habits to learning English.
· "You just sit there and listen
- to people - that's the best way to · ·
learn," Claessens said. "It took at
least tWo y.ears to adapt to the culture and the language."
In an effort to make friends
and acclimate to her new situation,. Claessens once agairi pursued track her freshman year at
Lake Mary High School This time
around, she took to lt better.
"Running~ the thing that
made my transition easier,"
- Claessens s8.id. "-Running became
way of expressing myself. I
became close friends with my
teammates in high school. r found
self-confidence in running. I had
lost some, not fitting in or speaking the language."
She certaihly made the transition. In addition to excelling in
track, which was no surprise to
anyone, Claessens aISo excelled
in the ~sroom. She made all As
her entire high school career.
UCF _offered Claessens her
first academic challenge. Her
grades are fine, but she is unsure ·
what major she should choose.
She's a pfychologymajor now; but
Claessens saic( "It's. just not my

Sports• 15

Men's tennis takes ori FAUtoday
FROM PAGE

1:1

Antonio SieITa squared off against M'Bioka and ·
Hipp, would decide the match. Bra.du and SieITa
won 7-3 in the tiebreaker to come away with a 98 win over the BJics' top team.
·
The match was B~s first loss of the year.
UCF has not dropped match since Jan. 25.. '
On Tuesday afternoon, the Knights defeated
The· Citadel, 4-3 at the UCF Tennis Complex. .
UCF won ·all three doubles matches to cli,nch the ·
first point of the day against The Citadel.
·_
Sierra and Bra.du. continued-their steady
play, beating Matt Stubbs and John Williams at
No. 1, 8-4. Also wirining ,at No. 2, was Jaeger and
Sanabria. The duo paired to breeze past David
Lara and Warren Woolfolk, 8-2. At No. 3,
Strangberg and Rosen held off :Nicholas Medica.
and Lawrence Tere, 8-4.
_
On the singles side, the Golden Knights won
three out of six matches, despite playing without ·
. the services of their top singles performers,
Bra.du and Strangberg. At No. 1, SieITa got past
Stubbs, 6-2, 6-3. Ener Gursoywas a 6-1, 6-4 winner over Medica at No. 3 and Jaeger took down
Tere, 7-5, 2-{), 6-2 at No.4.
Lara, Woolfolk, and Williams all picked up
wins for the Bulldogs. ·
The Knights will continue their tw~match
southern road swing today at Florida Atlantic.
First serve in the 'Atlantic Sun match is schedADAM RoscHE / cFF
uled for -11 a.m.
Ener Gursoy was one of three UCF players to earn a singles victory against Division II powerhouse Barry,
-
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thing."

Track comes with its own set
of challenges, but Claessens is ·
clearly on pace to rank wjth
UCF's elite. Coach Marcia
Mansur-Wentworth
said
Claessens is in the ' beginning
. stages of what should be an
extraordinary career.
''Astrid's going to be just an
excellent competitor. She's faster
and stronger than she's been
' before, and she's just going to
keep getting better," Mansu:rWentworth said.
Claessens has set some personal goals, but said she mostly
just wants to work hard and
improve,. and help the team win
another conference championship. ·
·
"Everyone's ·really going to
have to put in their best effort,"
Claessens said "Coach said it's
going to be a lot harder this year.
We've tost so many people, and
now we've had several injuries.
-But I think we can dO"it.''. ..
Over ·
Spring
Brea,k
Claessens met one of her personal goals when she hit her target
mark of 2:14 in the individual 800'meter run. That put her in second
place all-time at UCF in the event..
The next goal within reach
for Claessens is the school record
for the 4x400-met~r relay. The
relay unit Claessens runs with
has already run the second
fastest time in school history; and
Mansur-Wentworth- said she .
· expects the record to fall.
Just a freshman, Claessens
will likely set more records. And
she'll likely have continued success in the classroom. She will
experience both the ·difficulties
and the joy that only a studentathlete can .truly lmoW.

_Let _
OrlandoSent,!nel.com hel_p you _
with yo·ur day-to-day_activities:
~et Things Done at School:
° Check UCF football schegule
•Find article for Marketing ·class
• Get breaking news stories
• Check part-time 'jgb listrngs

Get Things Dorie at Home:

• Listen to local bands
•Watch movie trailers and reviews
•Get movie. times and locations
•_Find upcoming events, concerts,_
a.nd festivals
"
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lJCF blows 7-4 lead
Baseball team
loses series to ]SU
CHRIS BERNHARDT
STAFF WRITER

·

To evaluate the performance of
.the UCF baseball te~ (20-10, 5-4) in
the decisive thlrd game of their home
series with Jacksonville State' (17-13,
· 9-,6), look no further than Dee Brown.
The sophomore .right fielder served
as a microcosm of how the Golden
Knights played in that game and
thus far in a season where they've
struggied to find consistency.
With the game tied in the top of
the sixth of seven innings, Brown
couldn't track down a catchable fly
ball off the bat of Clint Carroll that
allowed the Gamecocks to go ahead
8-7, the winning margin that left UCF ·
a loser of two consecutive home con. ference series.
.
Ironically, Brown had played the
hero in the two previous innings,
keying a seven-run rally that turned
a 4-0 deficit into a 7-4 advantagB.
After a ~ouple of errors and wild ·
pitches allowed the Knights to creep
to within a run in the bottom of the
fourth, BroW11 la-ced a two-run single
up.the middle to put his team ahead
•
. ADAM Roscm I CFF
5-4.
Senior
Mark
Michael
pitched
his
second
consecutive
complete
game
in
UCF'
s
only
win over JSU;:
The next inning Brown again·
drove in a run with a single, then
'The loss erased any positive
stole ~ base and scored on P.J.
vibes
felt after the Knights won the
Lehmann's double to left field. Ryan
of the doubleheader 3-1.
first
game
Bono followed with a single the other
UCF got on top quickly, with
way, . but Lehmann got thrown out
Clay Timpner knocking in 'David
easily at home by Gamecock's left ·
Mann
with a sacrifice fly after Mann
fielder Matt Ru~kdeschel to end the
and Kragt led off the bottom of the
inning.
first with singles. - Timpner also
At the time the play seemed
knocked in the team's other two runs
meaningless with UCF already up by
in
the bottom of the fifth with a twothree runs. But Brown's ·misplay,
run double.·
combined with a tough outing by
Three runs were plenty for
reliever Von David Stertzbach, made
Knights'
starter Mark Michael, who
it the ·pivotal point of the game.
recorded his second straight comStertzbach, who had come on to
plete game, though both came in
relieve starter Lincoln Mincks an
seven-inning contests. In going to 5.inning earlier, allowed Jacksonville
1, Michael went seven innings, scatState to close the gap to one. off a
tered seven hits, ~ed one and
two-rtin homer by Danny Civello. The
struck out two, giving up just one run
next batter, Brent Johnson, singled
on
a homer by Civello. Allen Buckley
and got all the way to thlrd on a wild
(
1-1)
took the loss for the
pit_ch that Bono couldn't ·find.
Gamecocks.
·
Stertzbach struck out Travis
(Michael's
performance)
"That
Suereth for the second out of the
was the only positive thing that came
inning but was unable to work out of
out today, that and_Clay Timpner's
trouble, giving _up a game-tying sinfirst three RBis," Bergman saiP..
gle to Evan Conley.
In the series opener Friday
· UCF then turned to bullpen ace
ADAM RoscHE I 'CFF
night
UCF couldn't find a way to beat
Senior
·
R
yan
Bear
played
both
first
base
and
·
Kyle Bono to pitch to the pinch hitter,
the A-Sun's top pitcher, Jessie Corn.
Carroll. Bono· seemed to get the job right field against Jacksonvil_le State.
The conference leader in ·earned run
done by inducing Carroll to hit a fly
average pitched a complete· game
ball to Brown that shorn have ended
shutout
as his team won 6-0.
the threat but instead re ulted in a improve to 2-2, and Josh Forrest
'We came out and were a little
run-scoring double.
recorded his thlrd save.
·Though the Gamecocks ·have a flat," Bear said. "And didn't. really
The mi~play spoile a great
game for Brown, who finished 2-for-4 sop.q record this year, they finished . make plays defensively. And didn't
with three RBis and two runs scored. tied for last in the Atlan:ttc. Sun last · hit the ball ~e we needed to to get
Lehmann, who has recently battled season. Losing a series to them left runs on the board and get a win.'" Taylor Cobb, the Knights'
Jon Cooper and Nathan Kragt for. UCF Coach Jay Bergman uncharacstarter,
matched zeros with . Corn
playing time at second base, also did teristically upset after Saturday's
through the first three innings but
· well at the plate going 2-for-3 with-an final game.
"It's pretty dang·gum frustrat- got victimized by poer defensein the
RBI and a run scored. One person
who didn't have a.hit was Ryan Bear, ing to lose to· bottom feeders," top Qf the fourth. Kerri Fair led off the
who ended a 19-game hitting streak Bergman said. ·"It doesn't speak well. inning hitting ball to the right fieldby going O-for-3 With a walk.
of our program. ~t doe~n't speak well er Bear, the regular first baseman
Stertzbach took the loss, falling of howwe handle game situations at
PLEASE SEE Jacksonville ON 17 .
to' 1-2. Jas·e Kreitner got the wig. to all:"

a

·ucF travels to Tennessee
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four games. On Tuesday at the Rebel
·Games in Kissimmee the Knights
defeated Wright State, 1-0, and lost
to Towson, 5-0. The following day the
Knights dropped two important confer~n~.e .&ame$..a1.home to .Samfo.rd,

UCF led 1-0 going into the seventh
inning of the first game, but couldn't
· hold on and eventually lost 3-2 In 10
innings. Best bit her 1oth homer of
the season to give the Knights an
early 1-Q lead 1n the second game,
but the Bulldog-s scored four rll.ns in
· . the fifth inning_\and won. &-1 in six

-.

innings. The game ended early
because of darkness.
The Golden Knights take the
field again Friday when they travel
to Nashville to take on Lipscomb in a
double-header. They return.to A-Sun
action Saturday With a double-header against Belmont.

. ~

.

~ '

ADAM RoscHE I CFF

Kristina Lohmos' three-set win clinched UCF's recent victory over Ohio State.

Women's ·tennis
team upsets No.
35 Ohio State
OSU's Sadhaf Perez, 6-1, 6-0
at the No. 1 spot and UCF's
Amira Samara fell victim to
The UCF women's ten- Meaghan Colville, 6-4, 6-0 at
1nis team recorded its No. 6.
biggest win of the season
The Buckeyes started
Wednesday, upsetting No. 35 the match with rigor, taking
Ohio State, 4-3, at the UCF two of three double~ matchTennis Complex. The win es to win the first point. Ohio
was the Golden Knights (9- ' State's P..ervez and Williams
6) fourth consecutive while out-shined Luczak and
Ohio State (9-4) lost for the Westin, 8-2 in the No. 1 spot.
second time in as many Also winning for Ohio State·
matches.
was Fisk. and Leskovar at
The battle came. doWn. No. 2, 8-6 over Fernandez
to the No. .3. singles spot, and Pecastaing. Marieke.
where UCF's Kristina Gunawan and Lohmos
Lohmos recovered fo beat picked up the only UCF win
Lindsey Willi~s. Lohmos at No. 3, 8-4.
dropped the first set, but
bhio State is the second
fought back to win 6-7, 6-3, nationally ranked team that
6-4, which gave the match to UCF has beaten this season.
the Knights.
The Buckeyes are also the .
In addition to Lohmos, highest ranked team the
three other Knights won Knights have defeated sjnce
their _solo matches. Julie they. upset No. 41 Texas
Pecastaing ~verpowered Christian in March of 2000.
Erica Fisk, 6-4, 6-3 at No. 2.
In Friday's matGh, the
· Another quick winner was UCF women's -tennis team
Pamela Fernandez. The was victorious for the fifth
freshman put down Jaekie · time in as many m~atches,
Leskovar, 6-4, -7-5 at No. 4. defeating Cincinnati, 5-2, at
Despite losing the first set, the UCF Tennis Complex.
Ola Luczak contended to With the win, UCF improves
will at No. 5 against Emily to 10"6 while the Bearcats
DeCam.illa.
drop to 7-9.
With the match on the
The Knights took the
line, Luczak wa.s powerful in fir~ pomt m day, winning
the tiebreal\er to walk away ·two of three doubles match· with a 2-6, 6-0, 7-6 (11-9) victpry. Anna Westin_)ost to PLEAS~ ·SEE Memphis ON 18
SADIE SHAM
STAFF WRITER

'
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Jacksonv.ille State's Corn-shuts o_ut Knigh(s
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that had switched positions with
Brown for the game. Bear, ap
experienced and normally reliable
outfielder, dropped the ball. ·
Ruckdeschel followed with a
.ground ball to Cooper at shortstop,
who stopped it but slipped trying
to make what would have been a ·
difficult throw. The next batter,
Hicks, hit a b~just over Brown's
giove to load the . bases with no
outs for clean-up hitter Brian
Haskins.
.Haskins hit a ball to center
field · that Timpner dove for . but
couldn't come .up with. The ball
rolled past him _and two runs came
around to score. Hicks scored on
an error by ~agt, who was playing second base, to complete the
scoring in the inning.
Jacksonville State chased
Cobb with a pair of runs.in the fop ·
of the seventh, which the usually. ·
solid fielding Cooper contributed ,
to with an error on a ball that went
right under his giove. In all, C_obh
went 6 2/3 innings, striking out five
while giving up four hits~ three
walks and five runs, though only ·
one was earned.. Still, he got the
loss, .dropping to 3-2.
The Gamecocks tacked on ·a
fj.Jial run in the eighth, giving plenty of support to Corn. He allowed·
just four hits and one walk, strik.
. ADAM ROSCHE I CFF
ing out six.. The Knights put just
three rilnners in scorillg position Sophomore Clay Timpner was responsible for all three of UCF's runs in the Knights' 3-1 win over JSU. Th_e center fielderfinishe.d with a sacrifice fly and a two-run dQ!Jble. ·
all night, each time with less than
. . ·.
two outs. But they could never get Bergman said: "He'.s in control of went out and pitched well."
first two home conference series. end set 3.gainst yet another conferthe needed clutch hit.
the ball game, throws his curveball
Having already lost two out of They'll travel to Tampa this ence' weakling in Campbell, which
"Corn pitched a great game, for a strike and when we got a cou- three to Georgia State two weeks Tues.day to face South Florida· is fresh off a sweep of A-Slll! power
· you got to give him credit for that/' · ple runners in situations. He really earlier, UCF has now dropped its before returning home for a week- Stetson.

·TAP INTO-THE NElWO-RK:M

-UCF

St_udents
Get 10%
D-iscount.
Present your student ID at the time of purchase. Valid at Kinko's of
Waterford Lakes, 899 N. Alafaya Trail, Orlando, FL 32828. 10.%
discount applicable on regularly priced Kink.o's products and services
ex9luding postage, shipping, gift certificate purchase, Ink Jet Cartridges,
Kodak® Picture Maker purchase. This offer cannot be used in
combination with volume pricing, custom-bid orders, sale items or other coupons, special offers or discounts. Offer valid .at time of purchase
only and may not be discounted or credited towarfpast or future
purchases. No cash value. Kink:o's may require written permission from
.the copyright holder in order to reproduce any copyrighted work. Kink.a' s
and Tap Into the Network are proprietary marks of Kink.o's Ventures,
Inc. and are used by permisssion.© 2003 Kink.o's Inc. All Rights
Reserved.
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Sante, Dell leave
volleyball team
KRISTY SHON-KA
STAFF WRITER

UCF .volleyball coach Meg
Colado announced Wednesday
that Leyre Santaella Sante and
Kristen Dell left the team and
will -not return in the
fall. Both would have '
been senior outside
hitters
for
the
Knights this fall.
Sante was the
Atlan.tic
Sun
Conference Player of
the Year and A-Sun
Tournament MVP.
· She led the team with
4.69 kill.s a game,
·while .()ell averaged
2.08 kills a game in limited
action.
Without Sante and Dell, the
Knights still return five of six
starters ff.om last year's A-Sun
Championship team and Colado
said she's happy with -what
she's seen so far in her team's
spring season.
. "It's been so positive and so
productive," she said.
She said the Knights have
been able to play a lot of six-<msix in practice and the team
time has been good.
"This is by far the best
spring since I've been here,
hands down," Colado said. "The
chemistry is amazing." - .
Emily Watts, one of themost versatile athletes on the
team, has moved t.o starting outsfde hitter for the Knights.
Watts came to UCF last year &,s
a setter, but spent the season at
right side, where she was. second to Sante with 2.69 kills a
game.
Colado said Watts is one of
the best all-around athletes
she's coached at UCF and Watts
showed it her freshman season.
Watts was second in kills and
assists; third on the team in hitting percentage and blocks and
fourth in digs. Her performance
earned her conference all-:freshman honors: She should easily

lead the Knights next season in
. kills as their No. 1 hitter, a position Colado said she'd fill her
final three years at UCF.
Kelly Klinkenborg, who
redshirted last season after
knee surgery; has moved into
the starting right
side position this
spring. She's a lefty,
which Colado said is
harder - to defend
because it's a different look for.teams.
Klinkenborg is .
still having some
trouble with ' -her
knee, but Colado
Sante said she's coming
along nicel~
Klinkenborg and Watts will
get more match experience the
weekend of April 12, when the
Knights continue their spring
season with a trip to the
University of North CarolinaChapel Hill for a tournament. In
North Caroliiia, ·ucF will face
UNC, South Carolina, Duke,
UNC-Charlotte and Maryland.
UNC, USC and Duke were all
NCAA Tournament participants
last season.
In the fall the Knights will
welcome three new faces - two
freshmen and a sophomore
transfer. Setter Katie Kohnen is
transferring from the Uiiiversity
of Wisconsin. Colado said
Kohnen will immediately challenge all-conference "!Jlember
Jenny Frank at setter and could
also see some time at libero.
Kate Street and Jana Mitchell
will both begin their freshmen
seasons with the Knights this
August. ·Street is an outside hitter/middle blocker from Texas,
while Mitchell is a middle blocker from Minnesota.
With all the talent she's
. returning and With the new
players she has coming in,
· Colado said she is looking forward to this fall when the
Knights will set out to win their
third
consecutive -. A-Sun
Championship.

Memphis is today's target
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es. At No. 2, Fern""an~ez and
Pecastaing held-0ff Jenliapuzzi
and Cristina Reyes, 8-4 Also
winning for UCF was the No. 3
team of Gunawan and Lohmos.
The tag_team breezed past Jill
and Julie Klauck, 8-2. At the
No.1 spot, Luczak and Westin
fell to Lyndsey Molony and
Khushche~ Italia, 8-4.
In singles· play, Pecastaing
blanked Capuzzi, 6-0, 6-0 at No.
2. Lohmos was also a two-set
winner at No. 3 against Reyes;

The sophomore snagged a 6-2,
6-1 victory. Fernandez fought off
a ·1ate comeback attempt from
· Italia at No. 4, prevailing 6-4, 62. .
UCF's Luczak rallied for a
4-6, 7-6 (10-1) win over Jill
Klauck at No. 5. Lyndsey
Molony (No. 1) and Julie Klauck
(No. 6) ·were victorious for
Cincinnati.
·
·
Since losing at .UC-Irvine
on March ·13, the Knights have
not dropped match. UCF will
be in action~ at home today
against Memphis at 1 p.m.
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·Choose wisely.

Orlando's Premier Student Living Community
•
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Individual Leases ·
Fully Furnished Apartments
Utilities included in Rent
FREE Internet Acce~s in Every Bedroom
+ FREE Cable with HBO, ESPN and More
"• fREE Student Computer Lab
• FREE State-of-the-Art Fitness Facility
• Roommate Matching Service Available
• Walking distance to UCF
••• And Much More!
· *Rents and Incentives subject to change.

Jefferson Commons
.11841 Jefferson Commons Cir.
Orlando, FL. 32826
~07.382.4114

www.ieffersoncommons-orlan.d o.com

"'J/!i.e 23>ieaj,t ~ugme.n.iatiOn C!.enbie n
Go on line for more examples
or call us at

407-677-8999·
Student discounts available with UCF IDf
- Board Certified ·
Plastic Surge_on "
- Board Certified

Anesthesiologist
- Fully Accredited . Operating Room
Suite

'

.376. E Broad~y St.
Oviedo, FL '32765
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Rebukes target -

the red carpet
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Celebrities' stands often
risk a public backlash
GENO MBHALIK
CONTRIBUI'ING WRITER

Ula Stoeckl knows that famtliar figures from
pop culture face certain risks when they raise
their voices to oppose policies coming out of
Washington, as evidenced by the di cussions that
followed last week's Acruiemy Awards show:
"To speak out is a sign of civil couragB," said
the film director and UCF professor. "It is important to have an open forum without fear of consequences to let people know not everyone feels the
same way."

Given Michael Moore's notorious Oscar
acceptance spe0ro, Madonna's oontroversial new
single and the Dixie Chicks' denunciation of the
former governor from 'nwls, it's hard to ign01-e the
number of celebrities who are speaking out
against the war on Iraq and being met with mixed
reactions.
'iVith an audience of more than 20 million
viewers, the 75th annual Academy Awards gave
many stars the chance-to broadcast their political
opinions directly into homes across the nation.
"I thought Adrien Brody's speech was wellspoken, compassionate and genuinely heartfelt,"
said junior Danielle Daniel.
Not all students agree with Daniel's support
for celebrity protest.
Junior Jill Bowles felt that the demonstrations at the Oscars were obnoxious.
"Michael Moore is known for it. You should
have expected it," she said.
Bowles added her annoyance with celebrities
in general taklng a stand on world events.
"Everyone should express their opinion, but
not all the time," she said.
Senior Pam Nobles said the Academy Awards
was an illappropriate place for political expression. "It wasn't a speech panel of how they felt."
Stoeckl, however, said that the anti-war comments were clever and not out of place. Indeed, the
work being honored by the 0S(lal'S represents the
only form of expression available to actors and
artists who make a living ill the fihn industry. That
work is precisely how they express themselves,
she said "It is our only consolation."
·
Though some are merely perturbed by
oolebrities who have taken an anti-war st.and, others are taking their anger to extremes.
PLEASE SEE
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Many college students find that their eatl.ng hilbits become worse ~fter they leave home = qnd a ~tudy confirms it = QUt <Het altern~tives Ean rem~dy that fc1ct. -

· Putting on pounds at college? You're not alon
the persistent weight gain of Ameri~,

MIKE RIEGEL
STAFF WRITER

Since he moved out of his parents'
house and started Jiving on his own at UCB;
Gerald TeITance considers a good home.cooked meal to be a bag of Doritos and a
bowl of Chef Boyardee.
It'd be fair to say my eating habits
have boon in steady decline and my weight
has been on a steady inoliue,1' the 19-year..
old freshman said.
It's also fair to say th.at Terrance is not
alone on this campus or at universities
'

4

across the country.
While recent studies have chronided

Madonna's ON 23

one study also targeted the i.ijcreasi:pgty
oveiweigbt college 'student demographic.
Conducted by Tufta University ID Medfor<l.
Mas/3., the studys results reyeale{l that rollege students are expanding- horizontally - and it's usually cam;;ed by a diet rich
in junk food and fa$t food.
'1\pple Jacks aren't fruit, pt>tato chips
aren't vegetables, and beer isn't a ~uitable
replacement tor water," said Mary-Jo
Redmond, an Orlando dletician.
~ond bas given Mr swech a00tit
developing eatipg habits to many coll~ ·
students. "I've ~n ~me kids in ~me
pretty dire situatio:m; over the ye~, " ~he

said. !'The mo13t oommon r&tjon.ale is ju~
plain ~ess."
ftedmpnd wants to ~hpw §tudent~ that

eatmg altenmtive~ dQ exist llD,d with aR

extra"bit of effort · hey can ~p the wei@t
.off §J),{i feel ,bett~r about tJ:i~ir _life§tyi~:
Tue Tufts ~tudy doQum~~ted the eat,,.
ing habits Qf 118()0 college 13tuden,ts during
their freS"hman ye~ disq,<:>vering that men
reported an average g-aID of five ai;iq a half
f)Olfil~ and w:om~n s~w an average gBin of
four and a ball poynd§.
· ·
Twg-tbirds oi ~es~p. aiso S'filfi th.ey
did not eat jhe ~mmen!ied five:@ups-&

f'LM§~ .S:i;;E Order OM w

Playing Russian Roulette with.a let al die
SAMANTHA FREDRICKS
STAFFWlUTER

RISKS ASSOCIATED WITH

E11hodra
CAN INCLUDE:

Heart Attack

ftrokl

'latlirat.ary l11t1rrupti11

DuprasiDn

••h

AND IN RARE CASES;

lLLUSl1RAWJ0N llY Cli.PJSllOP.HER ARNOLD 1/ CFF

In a soc.iety where the pressures of
adhering to specific ideals of beauty and perfection dominate everydayJif.e, diet pills have
become a routine drug.
Among oollege students the need to
cling to these physical standards is even.
more evident and diet drugs appear to be the
easiest and most efficient me.ans to 1q>hold
today'<s body image as well as provide the
additional energy to deal witb. the _stress aimd
exhaustion ofuniversity life.
"I have taken [diet pills] -0ff and OJ!l ior
the past year," senior Amanda Caton, 20,
said. "I take them mostlytQ lessenmyeating
cravings .and add ene:vgy to my daily muWile.,,
~~

As fu:lage-obsessed sfndenits regu]My
pop these pills without thinking, they are
unaware of tb.e many dangers lif diet pill
fugredients. Many are dissuaded by 1Jhe
pill's over-the-cmmter aeeessilJfilty wiilom

Many students are
unawar~ of the
dangers ofEpbedra
investigating the ;Severe health risks these
pills propose.
. 'Dhese irisks mclu.de heart attook,
stroke, respiratory iintel'Jlllption, cl.epression
ao.d evem. deathm rare cases.
Them0st popular and dan~rous forms
of diet pills _are tlliose oontamin.g iEphedra.
Ephedra is a ,5,000 Y-ear-Old Chinese
herb known for 1ncreasmg the metabolic
rate ain.d calorie oonsum.Jiltion ·ef 1lhe body.
Epheara oonfams ephedrine) a naturally

oocurrim.gcaakaloldsalt, used as a •sympathet~
ic nerve stimulant ·resemJ:jling adrenaline.
IDb.e pro]!>Crties of this !herb function as both
a natural eaffeme energy soUJJCe .and an

appetite .sup:presisant.

'\lfiie ea§iest way to ~gscnpe it js a I~
form of s~/' saj,d Lori 6h~ir~~ a UCF

dietician. ·
Like s~, ep.ll~e is !).Ot only dapgBrous li>u.t ~ als0 loo ~Qi.Qtiv~
·
"' Students wb..@ stp:P ta.ltjpg ~hedr:ine
after pro-1onged. u~e ~ically p:ut the-weigtt
back-011, be<i>.me _more tired than usual alld
exwrien._ee ~t(j)ms Qf d~.res.sioJl.
,. ~use ~f tbis people w;W rettnm. to the
pills au(i.i

Gftfil).

~

mo.re th@ fue ;I:0P0,W-

mended dosage m 01'!1er to maintain tb.e
results,:Sh@fum .said.
~ "Once ·~ou tStart ~ it your body
beeAi>mes.ad()fiot@t~dt:' ,she said "It (is n_evereuding and that's whe~.1 think ·a iot of people ~t into trouble."
One COJllillonly foll.lld eph_e;drtne-based
diet pill is Xenailr!A.e. M1;>&t mtamin sto~
am!l supermarkets carry the dietary supplement for about $!0 a bottle. Though many
skn-es 9nJ.y allow those 1S and over to puri?LEASE $EE

Diet G>N 20
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-Diet pills containing ephedrine
·have similar reactions•_as speed
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chase the pills; very few provide
customers with its health hazards.
Caton
typically
takes
Xenadrine to maintain her energy
through the day and k~p the
weight off.
·
'
. . '1\s a college student your
schedille gets crazy, especially if
you also work," ·she said.
''Xenadrine keeps me guing, so
that I don't get tired and am motivated to finish things I need to get
done. Also, stress tends to make
you want-to eat more."
Companies who ·sponsor or
carry the diet pills are aware .of
the dangers, but attest that if
ephedrine users are responsible,
they will rrot face negative health
consequences.
"Ephedra is safe for most
people if used correctly," said
- Scatt Kotyk, co-owner of the
nationwide chain The Vitamin

Center. "Our general rule with stress faced by many college stuEphedra is to sell it to people over dents, but it is not enough tQ wartlie age of 18, and we mention -the rant putting their health further in
iJiJ.portance of following · the danger.
"From my e:xperience college
instructions on the label."
Shofran · said that she students are under a lot of presbelieves.many students ignore the sure to lose weight, look guod,
warnJng labels on the bottles of · etc.," Shofran said · "Evezyone's
diet pills. "They overlook it, or out for a quick fix." .
Even with the lmowledge of
they think it won't happen to
health risks, some students conthem," she said.
Students will take more than tinue . to use ephedrine as a
_the r~mmended dosage believ- .weight-loss method
. "I have been able to keep the
ing it will work faster or more efficiently. But by doing this, they weight off, 'which to me 'is an ·
build up their tolerance to the pills accomplishment," Caton said.
· and more are needed to get the "My weight usually fiuctuates, so I
same desired affect, sµofran said. am happy that .the pills, for the
"I lmow the recommended most part, keep me steady."
But l}ealth professionals and
dose is one in the mo:rnirig 01: one
in the afternoon,'' Caton -said. dietitians remain unconvinced of
"Usually I take two in the morning its safety.
"I'm not going to lie, it
and I'll need at least one more in
the afternoon, or else I'll crash works," Shofran said "Honestly
though, .I would say no one should
when it wears off."
. Shofran understands ·the fake it."

Dr. Mariann L. Tueller
891 N. Alafayo Trail

.407~382-2648
·Show your UCF ID ·

·Opt~melrist
INSIDE THE NEW

(!iEJJlG!Ml!!!~
. at Waterford Lakes ·

and save another $51

Order salads if short on·time,_says dietician
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day of fruits and vegetables.
"I think about ordering vegetables on my pizza, but rm pretty . sure that doesn't cut it,"
TerranC!3 said. . Often students have trouble
regulating their diet because of a
hectic schedule.

snack," he saJ,d. "I would always
hit the vending machine before .
class ~d substitute a bag of
chips for a real meal."
Keeping a supply of healthy
s.qacks close at hand, according
to Crane, allowed him.to conquer
.his affeetion for the unhealthy
quick fix. "Granola bars, fat-free
popcorn and baked chips have all

"I wake up late and miss. worked wep. for me.''

breakfast, I take classe~ during
Redmond also encourages
lm;ich, and rm at work during din- -students to. modify the meals they
ner," sophomore· Lori Glenn, 20, make at home to improve nutrisaid. "Sometimes- I have to get · tional content. "Instead of just
fast foqd on the run."
the noodles and flavor_packet '[in
Redmond said that just like Ramen noodles], [add] vegetagoing to class and work, schedule bles and pieces of chicken [to]
in a time to shop, cook and take provide real flavor's, and then you
_
.
care of your diet.
"Eating better_will have positive effects on how you sleep, the
amount of energy you have and
tb.~ w;i,y you look; she said.
Sometimes, Redmond said,
improved eating habits will result
in better grades.
The Tufts. study also found
that the students who combined
eating.. healthy with exercisiilg
r~ported a greater state of happiness and a greater feeling of control over their lives. Women, in
~ particular, felt ·more productive .
with their time as .a result ofexercise. ,
~
Still, skipping out o the
cheap and convement food
. offered by fast:-food restaliran s
can be difficult. The marketing to
college .students is evident, with
cpupons for deals on cheeseburge:rs and pizzas left in mailboxes of
apartments and dorms.
Even students who are
strapped for ·cash and .short on .
tiille, can make a point of eating
healthy, Remnond said.
"Fast-food restaurants have
salads, .and it's never absolutely .
necessary to order a value meal.
complete with French fries and a
soda," she said.
Sh~ went on to add that .the ·
value meals· normally contain
about half of a person's daily
caloric intake..: "If pri~ is such an
issue;
restaurants
like ,
McDonalds and Burger King
· charge less for water than they Q.o
for soda, so it makes economic
sense as well." _
Junior Tim Crane, 24, has
found a way to combat his negative dietary habits. '~I loved to

can use less of the sodium-laden
flavor packet."
Eating habits, according to
what Redmond has seen and
read in journals, follow people ·all
of tj:leir lives. "If a person eats ·
poorly for three or four years,
then those habits will develop,"
she said. "Most of these problems
aren't completely unique to college kids."
~ Learning to eat right at . a
young age, Redmond said, will
provide people with the foundation they need to continue those
positive habits later in life. ·
"College is a serious challenge [to
a person's diet], but it's not an
impossible one:" -

,,
The.Race Book, central Florida's Premier
Si~UICast FaCilitV, Open Daill &NightlV
Year-Round for Thoroughbred, Harness
a·Jai Alai Simulcasting!
uve Jai ·11ai Returns Oct 2nd! .

(tucF
•

I

r93e.A ealendar

fl~is ·wee~ · and ·:Xext
· Tue A'prl
l:~O pm Knights of ~he ..Round·Table
Meeting for Clubs, _SU 218D ·
. 7:30 pm EKCEL Workshop: ..
Community, SU 316. If you are
interested in btiilding a community
in your organization, this session is
for you! EKCEt will offer
· community building ideas ~d
ansl'Ver any questions y¢u may have
about the cohesiveness- of your
organization.
9·pm CAB Cinema presents."The ~g,"
Cape ·Florida Ballroom .
-9:30 pm VUCF Bowl~thon for Boys and
~irls Club, Boardwalk Bowling_ ,
WedApr2
.
7:30 pm EKCEL Workshop:
Community, SU 220
8 pm CAB Comedy Knight with Dave
. Attell, UCF Arena. Free to all. ·
Fri Apr4
Relay For Life, Fri - Sat, UCF Arena

MonApr7
6 pm VUCF Green Ribbon Gala (Get' ·
Carded Banquet), Pegasus Ballroom
RSVP Required .

WedApr9 ,,
' 6 pm VUCF Volunteer Award Ceremony,
Key West 218 CD
8 pm CAB Spring Concert. with Nappy
·Roots, Smilez & Southstar, and One
Drop: Free to all. UCF Arena
ThuApr10
7:30 pm Symphony Under ·the Stars with
UCF Orchestra & UCF Jazz Ensemble, Reflecting fond
· ·
••

1..

.

SatApr12
9:15 am VUCF "Keep Orlando Beautiful"
Park Bench Project. Meet at Millican
Hall at 9:15 am to carpool

Visit us on the web at
~sa.sdes.ucf.edu
For more info on any of these _
events contact the Office of
Student Activities, Rm ..208 in
the SU, or call 407.823.6471 Funded by the Activity and
Service Fee as allocated by SGA

£.. -

,,
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11814 UNIVERSITY BlVD.
ORlANDO, fl 32817. 401·201·3010
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Orlando' _
s Biggest College Night!
£very Tuesday Night!
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Madonna's new EP . single likely to . bring controversy ·
dent of the United States came
from her home state of Texas.
Graduate student Larry
The rapid response included
Walker Jr. stood at Alafaya Trail
· boycotts in Texas and. t:qreats to
- and University Boulevard last
burn their CDs. The Dixie Chicks'
Wednesday with a sign that ~ead,
airplay declined 20 percent over
"Boycott· Hollywood." He said · it
the seven-day period following
was a reactionary protest in su~
Maines' remarks, .according to the
port of the troops in Iraq.
airplay
monitoring
firm
Walker said he has heard very
Mediabase.
little support from celebrities for
DJ Kid Cruz, from Orlando's ·
the troops.
~ 106.7, said people have called ·
'"A lot of these celebrities say
and requested that he not play the
ALEX BABCOCK I CFF
'war is bad' and other gBnerali- - Graduate student Larry Walker Jr.
Dixie Chicks' new single, a cover of
ties," he said 'They might as well protests H'ollywood's views of war.
an earlier Fleetwood Mac hit,
spit on these soldiers."
"Landslide." ·
Walker warned that while video was released to television.
· "Unfortunately there are a lot
celebrities have little knowledge of
''As an artist, I hope that [the of people with too much time on.
politics, they have a great deal ~f video and album provoke]·thought their hands," he said. "It's ridicupower over mainstream society.
and dialogue," Madonna has said. lous. If you don't like the song,
''With power comes responsi- "I don:t expeet everyone to agree changB the dial."
bility," he said "Celebrities ·are with my point of view: I am_grateful
Xavier is surprised by the
using their power irresponsibly."
to have the freedom to express reaction. "I've never seen people
Sophomore .Patricia Xavier these ·feelings, and that's how 1 being so crude to protesters and _
disagrees.
· honor my country."
artists, and it's sad to seeY
"It's amazillgwhat these-peoXavier· likes celebrities who
Indeed, according to an
ple have to say;" she _said. "They make political statements, and is Associated Press report, the
have such influence. Their words confident Madonna's video will not ·Screen Actors Guild released a
might make people pay attention · disappoint her fans.
statement saying that the threat of
·to politics instead of just following
'.'I'm sure she'll add some McCarthyism is again at hand.
along with blind patriotism."
artistic twist to her video," Xavier .
''We deplore the idea_that
For example, look for said "She always does."
those in the public eye should sufMadonna t9 enrage listeners with
'1\:merican Life" is already in for professionally for having the
her new. album, '1\:merican Life," rotation on radio stations across courage to give voice to their
due,out April 22.
the country and was ranked No. . views," a SAG spokesman said.
· Spokesman Liz Rosenburg 90 on Billboard's Hot 100 two days . "Even a hint of the blacklist must
said that the singte, '1\:merican after its release.
never again be tolerated in this
Life," is in no way a political or
While Madonna's occasional- nation."
anti-war statement. Yet according ly controversial lyrics and images
Xavier said that while she is
to The New York Post, the video have served to sell records comforted the world is protesting
for the song .depicts crying Iraqi throughout. her career, the Dixie this war, this behavior may be danwomen, bloodstained ·Victims and Chicks experienced_a backlash of gBrous.
intense war images. The newspa- disapproval from fans after singBr .
"People aie being watched,"
per reported that minor alter- Natalie Maines told fans in London she said: ''We're :flushing o'ur civil
PHOTO COURTESY MADONNALICIOUS.COM
ations were expected before ·the that sl;le was ashamed the presi- liberties down the toilet."
Madonna's new album, 'American Life,' is predicte~ to cause controv~rsy.
FROM PAGE
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wffAT ·alIBRHIES ARE~SAYING: ·
-"I don't like the way the news

''You probably noticed there

is portraying it. They are portray-

was no fancy red carpet out front;

ing it .like the ultimate reality show .that'll send 'em a messagel" ·
-SJEVE MARTIN, hosting the Oscars .
and I just think it's Gheap."
~ER, on war coverage
I

''We live in a time where we
have a man sending us.to war for
fictitious reasons, whether it's the
[fictitious] duct tape or the [fictitious] orange alerts. We are
against this war, Mr. Bush! Shame
on you, Mr~ Bush, shame on you!"

-MICHAEL MOORE, during
his Osrar acceptance
"Protest music and different
bits ofculture that express political opll:iion are very im_Qortant, in
not necessarily changing.people's
minds but often reoonfirming to
them that they are not alone."
-TOM MOREllO, Audioslave
·"I
actually
appreciate
Madonna or anyone else making a
statement of our times right noW;
because a lot of people are too
scared to or they just don't care
enough."
- SERl TANKIAN,
System of a o<>wp·

"I think war is based in greed
and there are hngB karmlc retributions that will follow: I think wm: is
never the answer to solving any
problems. The best way to solve
problems is to not have enemies." .
-SHERYL mow, back.stage at the
Ameriran Music Awards
. ''You won't show us your
weapons, we11 show you ours."
--OJNT BIA(](, lyrics to his
~single '.'I Raq And Roll"

-

''We are praying-and hoping
for the lives of all people involved,
the troops, the Iraqi civilians,
refugees, POWs, families of troops,
the innocents - that they are safe
and OK"

-MKliAil 5TIPE. REM

"Thank
you so much
from the bottom of our
hearts. Know
that _
our
hearts are
"Whomever you believe in, if
with you. You
it's God or Allah, may he watch
have our love
over you and let's prayf~ a peaceand encour- ·
ful and swift resolution."
agement, and
-ADRIEN BRODY, during ,
we pray that
his Oscar acceptance
you an come
"It's about how we · are. home ·to us and your families safe
becoming increasingiy· , more ands0und"
-HAllf BERRY, to a Navy Chief
desensitized to things around the
Warrant Officer overseas
world that are brutal and not
standing ·up for human values.
"This song for me is about
And how the actions of the larger
bodies affect the family or individ- more than Iraq. It is about our role
ual and how that ultimately turns as people in.the world and that we
back on the larger body." .
. · all should cherish freedom and
_:LINDSEY BUOONGHAM, on the . pe,are:"-lINNY ~vnz. on his new duet
new Aeetwood Mac single,
Mth Iraqi pop star KADIM AL SAHIR
"Peacekeeper"

<-
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Ask
a

doc
Dr. William
Oakley
lJCFStudent
Health Services

Question: What do I need to
.k:nnw ahaut the smallpox
vacmne?
Smallpox .is a serious disease
.tl).at kills up to 30 percent of people infected with it. It is caused by
a virus that is spread from person
to person, tl;Jrougn close contact. It
can cause a severe rash, which
can leave scars when healed, ·a
high fever, fatigue, severe
headaChe, backache and blindness. The last ease ~(naturally
acquired smallpox was in 1977.
.Smallpox vaccine protects
people who wor~ with smallpox or
related viruses in laboratories. - ,
During an outbreak or emergency,
smallpox vaccine can protect people exposed to smallpox virus.
Smallpox vaccine is made from a virus called vaccinia.
Vaccinia virus is similar to smallpox~, but less harmful
Vaccinia vaccine can protect people from smallpox. Getting the
vaccine ''before" exposure will
-protect most people from smallpox. Getting the vaccine "within
three days after exposure" can
prevent the disease or at least
make it less severe.
Getting the vaccine "within a
week after exposure" can still
make the disease less severe.
Protection from infection lasts ·
· . three to yve years, and protection
from severe illness and death can
last 10 years or more.
Laboratory workers who

handle cultures or animals contaminated or infected with vaocinia or other related viruses and
public health, hospital, and other
personneL generally 18-65 years
of age, who may have to respond
to a smallpox case or outbreak,
should be vaccinated. Additionally,
anyone directly exposed to smallpox virus should get one dose or
vaccine as soon as possible after
. exposm:-e. Vaccinated persons
. may need to be revaccinated after .
three to 10 years, depending on
risks . .
After the vaccination, a blister should form at the vaccination
site. Later it will ·form a scab, and
finally the scab will fall off, leaving
a scar.You may also experience ·
swelling and tenderness of the
lymph nodes lasting two to four
weeks after the blister has healed,
itching at the vaccination site, .
fatigue, mild fever, headache or
muscle aches.
Some people should not get
smallpox vaccine or should wait.
Anyone who has eczema or atopic
dermatitis or with any skin condition that causes breaks in the skin ,
shouid not get smallpox vaccine
or should wait until the condition
clears up before getting smallpox
vaccine.
Anyone whose immune system is weakened should not get
the vaccine; HIV/AIDS, severe
.autoimmune disease,-lupus, organ
or bone marrow transplant recipients, leukemia, lymphoma, undergoing cancer treatni.ents, or
women who are pregnant or
breastfeeding.
Smallpox vaccine is not reoommended for anyone under 18
years of age. Do not get smallpox
vaccine if you ever had a lifethreatening allergic reaction to
polymixin B, streptomycin, chlortetracycline or neomycin.
Fbr more information about
the smallpox vaccine.you can con- ·
tact the Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention at
www.bt.cdc.gov/agent/smallprnq'va
ccination(mfopacket.asp

reak Into The Exc1
Healthcare Industry! :
The healthcare industry is one of the fastest and most stable sectors in
the market. If you are looking to break into this exciting world, come
see what Curascript has to offer -tremendous growth potential,
flexible hours, and compensation for the Orlando area. Management
training program may be:available to qualifie_d candidates.
Curascript is the nation's 1argest privately held specialty pharmacy
. services eompany with headquarters right h~re in Orlando. Due to our
contipued growth we have openings in our intake department.

INTAKE COORDINATORS
We welcome recent college graduates who have the motivation and
ambition to succeed in a world-class. company. This exciting pasition
is .the perfect fit for anyone with a college degree and some customer
service experience. We are looking for sharp, enthusiastic, goal-driven
individuals With excellent communication skills to join our team as
Intake Coordinators. In this position, team members work in a
friendly call center type' environment providing admission and/or
·
.managed care functions such as insurance and data collection
and coordination of care and ongoing customer service for
our patients -and health care providers. Previous medical
. artd/or insurance experience is nelpful Good
communication &problem-solving skills; strong
attention to detail definitely.required.

Subinit your resume to:
HR@curascript::com or fax: 407-852~4970
Curascript Pharmacy,. Inc.
7101 TPC Drive, Suite 150
~ Orlando, FL 32822
For more information on these and other
portumties \!iSit.www.curascri .t. ·.

E-mail your questions to: Askodoc@mail.ucf.edu
--

- Crossword
ACROSS
1 Reprimand
7 Pompous fool
10 Son of Adam
14 Inventor Gray
15 Deermama
16 Tiresome one
17 Time to eat
19 Gobi's continent ·
20 Davis of 'Thelma
& Louise"
21 Dazed states .. ·
23 Hollywood
figure
25 Under control
27 Org. of Flyers
and Jets
28 Fragrant bloom
30 Bear and Berra ,
34 100 square
meters
35 "Respect" singer
Franklin
37 Astronauts' grp.
38 N.T. book
39 Once existed
40 Tax letters
42 Gullible dupe ·
43 Den
45 Handled
47 Inside info
48 Cicero, e.g.
·SO .Smallest
possible
51 . Cheering word
52 Singing parts
54 ·London district
·55 Feed receptacles
58 Dine at home
61 Passageway
62 Mall stairways
66 Prod
67 Byway of
68 Hawaiian dress
69 Resting spot
·
70 So far
71 Beach·south of
Clearwater

1

2

3

4

5

6

14

21

The Orlando Clinical Resea.rch Center Is. Conducting ·
An Important 'Clinical Research Study Of An
lnvestigational Vaccine Being Developed To
Immunize Against Smallpox.

61
66

\.
69

© 2003 Tribune Media Services, Inc.
All rights reserved.

8 Waters off
Vietnam
·9 Spanish
missionary
Junipero
10 Desert
11 Anjou 's cousin
12 Keystone _State .
port
13 Idyllic meadows
18 Former
Ethiopian ruler
22 Even one
23 Entanglements
24 Menace
26 Journalist
Hentoff
28 Jurisprudence
29 Gershwin and
DOWN
, Levin
· 1 Plot for roses
31 Gourmet
49 Mechanical
2 Actor Wallach
32 O.T. prophet '
3 Playground ·
tooth
33 .Greek lyric
53 Malibu or Vette
gamE1
poet .
54 Prepare to take
. 4 Actor Ed
36 Part of B.A.
notice
5 Old pronoun
41 Bar fly
55
Like so
6 Merit
- 44 Small brook
56 Uncommon
7 Brouhaha
46 Moray _ ·.

03/31108

. See soluUons,.
page ·2&

To participate in this study the following must apply":
o No previous smallpox vaccine
o No history or prese".lce of ~czema or skin problems
·o No imm,une disorders
o Willing to make 7 outpatient visits and complete a dia,-Y after
vaccination
Compensation up to $250~ 00 for time and travel

57 Gymnast Korbut
59 Charity
60 Tightly
stretched
63 Hep dude
64 Cart track
65 Bring to court
.
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HELP!

EEDED!"'"
G 0
D FLOOR OPPORT lTYL
G OW 11/lTH THE CO PANY!J

We are slammed
inbound calls.

Locally based Lake Mg
Co pany
is seeking employees to fill fhe needs
of a rap'dly growinq business.
A basic understand~ g of aqµa
plants iS i :portant
No experience ·s necessary. Enfoy a
r.e axed working atmosphere.

Valet Parking - Positions starli g at
$9 - $12/hr a.re.available for friendly,

Very upsca e vacati

·c

a: tgoing, otivated people. FUPT
AMIPM positions available at upscale
otels- ic e Downtown Orlando and
Disney areas:. Call 407-841-7'Zl5
Mon-Fl· 9arn-5pm or leave va·cemai!.

APPUC

SS 0

I

package.

Big com ·sskms, IOts o dai y spi :s!'

Located near CR
Ca o mo e · formatio •

FEEL

(321) 281-1474

COMFORTABLE

OPERATI G ATV'S AND BO JS.
Pfease send resume tu:
AO
C MANAGEMENT
STRATEGIES C.
210
Goldenrod Road, S "te 15'
Orlando, Fl 32807
ph: 407-207-5959

QVIE EXTRASIMOoa.s NESJED
No exp. neoessary~
Eam up 1o $ 50-$450 a ay:.
1-800-814-0277 x 907

a sales people

eederl to sail roses
dlwn :Off, Cowboys,
e \Jlihy Not,
and ore! urs. Fri, Sat 1 p-2a
Nice smile, reliable car, at least

· g Instructors

a.

eeded.

$20/hour and up. Set your own
schedute. ust be certffied Call Sharon
@ 4Q7-679-4299 or v'sft usline @

$10-$30/av per our.. Jain aurTeaml
Call RDses by Renee 407~ -:il6 2

www.swim2u..com_

1,

YMCA Camp !cConneU see ·ng
Summer R.esmem Camp Staff..
er contracts of 5· o weeks avail.
Applicants
st be ab e to liVe on camp
for summer. Several Po ·
s
erect.
Safaries + meafs, tloasing
800-232-9622.

Call ( 7) 447-4555
ro oface your ad loday! ..

For more •rmaoor on R::.tay tor ure
log Gr !ti 'NM canta.Ol'g

Christian Pre-School
afternoon teachers needed for:
Union Park Christian School

10301 East Co onial Dr., Orlando.
I you love c "ldren and e Lord
lease call 407-282,0551 _

Yo 've Prayed or thts'
$250+ per week Part Time
Local lnteJView
Ms. Anderson
Ca:tl 407-249-7998

Earn aocordfng to your effort

unn

ited

- potential, risk freej caking For qua ity
leaders, must be teachable.

4-07-38 t-4800.

you:
• lruUeut JI yn

• llanaBS ·

IOU

GD

• Gleu crilldlW baCJ. .Dtl
•Arairqbe

•hJerieued. wit1L Wlllioin %!000
·Ga:tndi •
·An aileto wui ran Thu Evenings.
Y4

Jio1id&ys

Yml a.re qmlif1etl tu lltazt
& lllft Ganer 1litll:.

pm.t!

l'-Gll: Hlllll-llH4B

I
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Hiring Texans••.
or people ho want to be.
I

o

Get what you want in a business_ career with Steak n Slla.k.e. We seek
energetic, people-on~ in&vfd a1s with excellent com:munication
and' leadership. skills to begin sucoessfal, rewardfug eareers as w:e
apand in the Dallas-Fo Wo
area

AGEMENT
DEVELOP IENT PROGRAM
Y.ou Will have the opportunity to adv.mine at an accelerated pace
Da.sed pon the traek recor:d that. you build. Traming; will be
conducted in Orlando, immediatefyfoliowed by re!ocatiorr to DallasP.ort Worth. We offer competitive salaries, bonuses, profit ~
employee sfock'"'t>urchas.e plan,- 40l(Tr), paid vacatinn, health/life
insurance., eomprebenstve training 5 day work weeks, and much
more!

C. MP l:AKAJO for Boys,. Nap es,
Maine., TRlPP i.AKE CAMP for Girls,
Po and, Maine
ted for pfctluresquelakefron ocations and exoepilional
facilif:fes. Mid-June ru mid-August.
0 er 0 counse or positions in tennis,
basebal~ basketball. soccer, lacrosse,
gl!llf, flag fbotball, ro ler hockey, field
hockey, swfu:rming, sailfng, water skiing,.
gymnastics, dance, hms.eback riding,

archery, eig training~ newspaper,
photography, vfdeo,
- orking,.
ceramics/pottery, crafis, fine arts., s'lver
jewelry, copper enamel., nature srudy,

radio/eectro ·cs, eater1 costumer,
·a a acco panist, music

instrumentalist,. backpacking, rock
climbing, canoeing/kayaking,. ropes
course, secretarial, an 'f. Can Takajo
at 800-250-8252. ~I Tripp l!.aka a
8 0-99743.41 . Sl:lbmi apprca1ion
0 ~ :gOu~
on-Ii e al wwwJakafo.co o
Build your bocfY and yo r bank account ,
www..lil'ip(!I akecamp.c-o
Local franchise, Two Me and a ruck
is loo ' ·ng for both FT and PT team
members ta mm.te residential and

commercial customers. !'ii ust be neat in
appearance, have. clean dri'llf g reoord1
stro g ork etf(c and exce1Jen
custo er se1:1ioe skills. We offer
excellent wages + ilfps, and bonuses_
Tai ta us a.bout our "Stay The
Summer" inoenfive ograrn. Li the
phone and call us: dayf 407-852.-0925
We are- located west of e airport

at 2907 l.lcCoy Rd~ betwee _
Conway and Orange A 'e.

........ $250 a cfay potential!.**"
Local Posi ·ans.
1.-S00-293-3985 e)(f 1oa

.,,_ $250 a day otential[ *'**
Local Posioons..

1-aoo-293:..39a5 ext.602

Sitter near UCF wanted for 2.. c · dren_
Prefer P-dliy Childhood Education major
or lo:ts of exp. with you g children.
:Vail. far II days T: ~ Re req.

407-977-4882.

de!S Wanted
for new S' im wear ma9"- B ande,
brunette., as·an or exotic. For ore
fr. rJ/,easy submiss·· n go to
www.Swi
earD.a:ily.com

Major Ca
uaicattons Co.
Launching ew Service
ntapped Mark&
Work from home

Call 1-888-944-5117.

Knowledge of fl! FC ar.dlor Vtsual Basie.
Call Zac @ 407-696--695&

..,
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[I HELP WANTED
· DO YOU WANT -A COOL JOB?
. Varsity Marketing Group seeks
current college students to work
as Pff reps to sell promotional
items- on/around the campus.
Post-graduate opportunities
avail. Motivated Reps can earn a
commission of $200-$800 wkly.
Send your resume to
·Tikisha@varsitymark~ting.com.
TELESALES Pff M-F 5:30-10:30 PM ·
make $6-$14/hr easy. Relaxed
environment. Exp. preferred. Leave
_message b.efore 5 P.M. otherwise
call 407-(;n-4560 after 5 PM.
Enterprise Rent-A-Car
Management Open House.
Entry-Level Management Trainee ·
Program. Filling positions in the
Or!ando, Daytona, Melbourne,
Leesliu:rg & Eustis area .. The Open·
- H·ouse is Sat. April 5, 10am-4pm ·.
@· Enterprise RenhA-Car
(Administration Office)
130 University Park Dr., Ste. 235
Winter Park, FL 32I92
Directions 407-670-1733
FaX/Email resume to 801-607-7222 or ·
orl@selfopportunity.com Questions
· 800-5.94-7036 x 110 Minimum requ :
1 Year Customer Service, 6 Months Sales,
4 Year Degree

WORKERS NEEDED
Assemble crafts, wood items. ·
Materials provided. To $480+ wk".
Free information pkg. 24 hr.
801-428-4747

Bartenders needed
1-800-214-TEND (8363)
www.professionalbartending.com
Nanny Needed (Exp only) - Live-in.
Must have car. Start in August.
. Must be avail after 1pm each day
Longwood Area. $1600/mo. School Age
_Kids. C~ll 407-925-5218.

Special opportunities. Exp. NANNY
needed to watch 2 small boys.
Tues.& ·Thurs., appox. 8 hrs/day.
. ....,..__,.....,,..._.
$50/day. s-year old hai:mlild
asperger's syndrome, but is
bright/very cute personality!
Interest in special ed.,
autistic/related disorders is
desirable. Call Christine
@ 407-365-3825. .

SUMMER JOBS!!
*SEVEN WEEKS
*$2100
*ROOM AND BOARD INCLUDED
*CO-ED CAMP
GET PAID TO PLAY!!
nie Florida Elks Youth Camp (FEYC)
needs male and female Summer
Camp Counselors ages 18 and up.
FEYC is an overnight camp located
off of highway 450 in Umatilla,
Florida. The camp runs from
June 9-July 26. Please contact
Krys Ragland .at 1-800-523-1673
ext 251 or 352-669-9443 ext 251.

Lochrane Engineering, Inc. has an
opportunity for a part time CADD
technician to assist our Orlando
• Survey Division. Some experience
with Micro Station and or Auto Cadd
is necessary. Flexible hours from
Monday through Friday are possible.
Position may expand to a full time
. position during the
.
summer. Inquire at
www.lochrane.com or fax resume
to Jessica Porter at 407-896-9167
or email to ..
jessica.porter@lochrane.com.
$800 weekly guaranteed for stuffing
envelopes. Send a self-addressed° ~
stamped envelope to
Scarab Marketing
· 28 East Jackson; ·
10th Floor, Suile 938
Chicago, IL 60604

CIVIL ENGINEERING'
PAID INTERNSHIP!
Asst Project Manager - Kimmins
Contracting - A Tampa Underground .
• Utilities/Site Development Contractor.
Contact J. Lyons @ 813-248-3878,
·
JLyons@kimmins.com

3 Travel Coordinators Neede"d
High Pay, Easy hours, Stress Free.
Benefits. 407-383-1631
MOTHER'S HELPER
3 yr. old and 8 mo. old in Altamonte
Springs area. Laundry and light
housekeeping. Early childhood edu.
major preferred. Exp. necessary.
References req. Contact @
407-522-9803.

Em!]

FOR SALE

2002 Yamaha Virago 250.
Mint condition, Under 200 miles.
Only $2600 obo.
2002 Malaguli Motor Scooter. ·
Under 100 miles. $2100 obo ..
Call Wayne 407-645-1728 .

..
ROCKET FUEL: COFFEE
High Caffeine Coffee!
Get the edge! THE coffee for Finals,
Midterms, tests, reports.
Z-COFFEE Corporation. To order:
WWW.Z-COFFEE.COM or
1-800-828-4064

- ENTERPRISE
. · Seeking·success Qriented
individuals to fill Entry-Level
, · Sales/Marl<eting/Management
positions in the Central Florida area.
, 4 year.College degree with a good
driving record is req. Sales and
customer service exp. a plus. Fax
resume to: 407-670-1744_ EOE
~Work

from home selling quality
vacation pkgs. All you need is high
speed internet access, live· within
local calling distance from· UCF and
PC Windows. Very comp.
commissions and bonuses + paid
training. Fax resume to 407-669-1768
or e-mail ett-etourandtravel.com
or call 407-658-8285 x 15.

ALARM PROMOTIONS
Crazy but not lazy. Have fun while you
learn . You bring the personality and we
will train. Best job in town. 2 openings
. left. Call Mr. Brown at (407) 265-9711.

Nationwide Campaign
The HealthCare Crisis Means
Opportunity for YOU.
Uncapped Commissions & Bonuses.
Company-wide R~venue Sharing.
Call N_ow! 407-786"8119

m

!!!! DO NOT PAY DEALER RATES !!!!
Attention all UCF Acura, Honda, Import
and domestic owners! Need quality
auto repair/maintenance, etc?
·
Don't delay, call .
THE AUTO GENERAL 407-399-7514.
ASE certified* and beats most
independent shop. rates!

1993 Mercury Tracer - 4 Doors ·
Make Me an Offer!
Call 407-695-3308
FOR SALE-'94 4-dr Acura lntegra,
Aut. trans. Gray. Garaged. ABS; air
bags; pwr wind, locks & mirrors; cruise
cont; cass player. Good cond., wellmaintained. $4,600. Call 407-786-7747.

m

FoRRENT

One bed/bath avail. in 3/3 at Pegasus
Landing across from UCF. Fully
furnished, W/D in unit. All util. incl.
$495/mth. Lease through July 31, 2004.
If interested please c~ll 407-362-4364
or 407-353-2983.
UCF Area!! $465/mnth incl. util. Quiet
development. W/D, pool, responsible
, M/F; must love puppies! Call Sandy
@ 407-366-9391 or@ 407-400-0100
(beeper).

• 1 & 2 bedroom floor plans
• Two Months Free Rent for
Immediate Move-in!
• Summer Wait List Specials
(June, July & August)
• Mention this ad and we'll
.waive your application fee

.GET
THE NAKED
TRUTH
Research UCF
before you register

FoRRENT

profe~so~s

Room avail for Female in Northgate
Lakes, right next to UCF. Fully
furnished, 4/4 all util included. $400/mo.
Call
until August 4, 2003.
Lindsey 407-808-0897 or email
Linz856@hotmail.com

Results of professor
• Grade Distributions ·• performance evaluations
Dr. John Doe
ENC 1101

Female NS wanted for room in 3/2.
Only $400 + 1/2 util. Only 5 mins from
UCF in Regency Park. Pool, computer, ·
Cable, phone. Call Jeff 40_7-207-6320

A-100

a-

A •

••

• Student comment$

Dr. Jane Doe
ENC 1101 '
11

Realtime interaction

••with fellow students

58

• Log on to ....

**GREAT SUBLEASE @
BOARDWALK**

[1[JE
. . . . . .~J · _,
........

Avail. May 1-July 31! .8 of a mile from
UCF. FREE shuttle avail. Large private
Bd & Bth. Fully furn. W/D incl. Rent
$475/mnth obo. Incl. util., ethernet, and
cable tv with HBO. 9a11 Molly @
407-497-0000 or e-mail
MHB1006@hotmail.com.

.

MARY KAY®

-Spring-Is · Here! .
You deserve to be pampered! Call me for a FREE in
home Pampering Session & G_lamour Makeover. Mary .

Kay has all you need to look great and live smart~
Spring Fever! Sweepstakes - enter to
JENNIFER HASSAN!
win a 2003 Saab 9-3Convertible ori
INDEPENDENT BEAUTY CONSULTANT
www.marykay.com/jhassani
my w~site.

2bed/2bath condo~ 1/2 mile from UCF
in Hunter's Reserve. Water &
Appliances incl. Can be furnished.
$800/mnth. Avail immed.
Call 407·222-3488.

407.281.9918

Mention this ad for a ·lS% discount off your 1st order ·-

Brand new 4bed/2bath home in
Waterford Lakes. Quiet neigh.
All appl. incl. exeept W/D. $450/mnth.
per person. Call RE/MAX at
407-657-8645.

\\111 "'"''"'"~ \\\ "l~
Ads·as low as

83.50

www. u~fprofessors. com

:. f

UCF area. Room for rent in 4bd/4bth.
All inclusive w/ ethernet, cable, local
phone ; util. , and all appliances incl.
W/D. Free shuttle to UCF. $465/mnth .
April 1st-July 31st Call Denise
.
@ 407-362-4423.
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HOMES

House For ~ale. Near UCF. 4bd/2ba,
screened pool, overlooking pond and
·conservation area. $222,900. Coldwell
banker residential. Contact Jean at
407-463-5238 or www.livinginoviedo.com

ROOMS FOR RENT IN HOME!
3 M/F wanted for HUGE 6BR/4Bth
house in Waterford Lks East, fully
furnished w/ empty rooms, hi-speed
internet, walk-in closets, gated
comm., on a lake, rent equa·I to an
apt., Best bank for Buck at UCF! !
. call Tony @ 407-701-8669

IIiiiJ

SERVICES

Perform Betterr School, Sports
or Sex! Help for YOU!
Unlock your talents and potentials
NATURALLY. Private Sessions.
www.hypnocfean.com or 407 851 0945

Onli.ne Filing
Do Your Taxes Online @
www.absolutetaxes.com for a
minimal fee of $9.95 for 1040EZ
and $14.95 for 1040. FREE E-FILE!!
Herbal life Independent Distributor.
LOSE WEIGHT NOW!
Ask me how?
clbjhbl@yahoo.com or 407-921-0738.

Safe and effective weight loss! .
M/F wanted for furnished BDRM in
new 3 bdrm home on lake, gated
comm, 6 mins from UCF, $475/mo
incJu util, n/s,' no pets, sec sys, pool
& tennis. Call 407-482-3202 or
239-461-5101 or 2;39-633-9400.

fm AUTOMOTIVE

Vegetari·ans Needed
Local Research Firm is ·looking to
interview you. It's fun, and you'll be
paid for your time and insights.
Call 407-774-6165 for details.

The Central Florida Future• March 31, 2003

SWF NS Needed for fully furnished 3/2
~ondo near UCF. Comm Pool, W/D
Only $380/mo + 1/2 util and deposit.
For more info call:
Diana 407-657-9217

Permanent weight loss, low cost,
J
satisfaction guaranteed. Advocare
independent distributor. 407-381-4800. :

· Computer-services by Craig! .
Repairs, upgrades, complete
· systems built for less. Why spend
chain prices for impersonal service?
Quality work by UCF alumni. Also:
. Virus scan/clean, system tuneups,
software instalVupgrade. Notary
Services available. Call 407-782-0051

Spacious 2bd/1 bth unfurn CONDO
FOR RENT in gated community.
No Pets. Pool, laundry room access.
Only 15 mins from campus. (two
people pref) $900/mnth for entire
condo, negotiable. Call 407-810-0052

F Roommate wanted sublease a
bedroom in 2Bd/2Bth @ Pegasus
Landings. Rent from June-July. Fully
Furnished. W/D and all util. incl. Call
Nelinda @ 407.362.2212

Sublease room May-July 31st.

1bd/1 private bath avail.
in HOUSE

Editing Performed by Professors and
Graduate Students.
Visit us at www.papercheck.com
Or Call Toll Free @ 866-693-EOIT.

located on University and Goldenrod.
$450/mnth which includes utilfties! $100
- deposit Split plan, q·uiet house, large
patio, 2 car gar., even have your owfl
living room! Call Lynn @ 407-687-9562 .

Auto Accident Dr.'s Mobile Rehab.
On or off campus. Always on call ·
24n. D.C. Physicians.
407.-207-7147.

$375/mnth. All util. +phone incl.
Furn. and free shuttle to UCF.
M or.F. Call Michelle @ 407-926-5908.

ROOM AVAIL BY UCF. $400 INCL.
ALL UTIL. FURNISHED WITH BED.
.HOUSE HAS WASHER, DRYER,
POOL TABLE, BIG SCREEN TV.
ACCESS TO POOL AND
VOLLEYBALL COURT. FEMALES
ONLY. CALL PAUL 407-468-3161.
Female roommates wanted . For 4/3
house close to UCF. Non-smoker and
no pets. $500/mo, utilities, internet
& cable included. Call Angie
407-366-4035 or 954-494-8659 .

Room avail ASAP in 3/2 Home!
Less than 15 mins from UCF. Only
$400 + 1/3 util. Incl. cabl1?. w/d, high
speed internet. Must be non-smoker.
Call 407-247-6152

Sublease Needed
Apartment available for sublease May-July 31st. $460/mo all util.
included. Call Hedayah @
407-313-2420. Cell: 407-234-7643
M/F to sublease furn. bdrm in 4/2
@ Pegasus Pointe from 5/1-7/31.
$475/mnth. All util. incl., W/D, aiarm,
Ethernet + free UCF shuttle.
Call Erin @ .407-926-2825~

to

2 ROOMMATES WANTED! M/F,
NON-SMOKER. 3BD/2BTH HOUSE.
10 MIN. FROM UCF. FURN. ROOMS
OPTIONAL. EVERYTHING INCL. IN
RENT. $450/MNTH. STEFF
@ 407-971-9245.
Roommates wanted to rent in 4bd/2ba,
pool, cable modem ,and cable t.v.
Located 3 mi. .from UCF through back
roads. $425 INCLUDES ALL!!!
Contact Ken @ 407-658-7904

TEACHER in Sanford with MA will tutor .
students in reading/writing. $20/hr.
407-323-9647.

..

Term Paper Editing!

mJ

RETAIL.

.·*FREE ONLINE MIXES*
Visit www.djcarl.com to hear
hip hoPfldance, trance, 80's ·
retro, disco, oldschool funk,
and latin music on your PC.
E-mail DJ Carl for a FREE CD!
Call for info: 407.306.8010.

2 roommates needed. $475/MONTH
incl. rent, power, water, cable, pho11e,
high speed internet, lawn ser-Vice.
B<?th rooms avail. in May. 4/2 house in
Autumn Glenn, near Lake Howell HS,
15 min. from ·UCF
3 bdrms get rented out. Hous·e
fu.rnished, 2 empty bdrms not. Flexible
indiv. leases. Females only. NO PETS.
Plz call Jennifer- at 407-677-4782
or 407-923-1484. -

Male/female roommate wanted fo·r
furnished and remodeled 2bd/1 ba.
$350/month + util. No lease. Contact
Dennis@ 407-592-12Q1 • -
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